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Well, at the time of writing 2014 
is in its final weeks. What a year it 
has been. In this short note I will 
outline some of the highlights of 
the year. 

The academic and non-academic staff of the Law 
School have had an incredibly active year.  
We delivered thirty one 300 level optional courses 
in 2014 and are currently offering four summer 
school courses. In 2015 we will offer thirty three 
300 level optional courses, including the new 
courses of Clinical Legal Studies (both semesters), 
Trade and Investment, Treaty Settlement 
Negotiations, and Sentencing Theory and Practice. 
These courses will appear next to ever popular 
stalwarts including Insurance Law, Professor 
Cheer’s Media Law course, Dr Debra Wilson’s 
Law and Medicine and our more recent speciality 
Natural Disasters and the Law. 

We are delighted with the research we have 
produced in 2014 which has lead us to being 
recognised, yet again, as a QS ranked top 100 law 
school globally. This is simply an outstanding 
achievement considering our place in the sun –  
a tiny island in the world called the South Island. 
You can review the work of our academic staff 

later in this newsletter but highlights include 
a new edition of Joseph, Constitutional and 
Administrative Law in New Zealand, Karen 
Scott’s numerous chapters and articles in top 
tier books and journals on international law and 
international environmental law, Christian Riffel’s 
publication in the Max Planck Encyclopaedia 
of Public International Law and my paper on 
evidence (if I may be so presumptuous to list it 
here) with the Honourable Justice Terence Arnold 
of the New Zealand Supreme Court. 

Notably we have had a number of new staff join 
us in 2014. In addition to Ben France-Hudson, 
Chehani Ekaratne and Dr Christian Riffel 
who joined us in 2013, we have added Henry 
Holderness (formerly Associate at Wynn Williams), 
Dr Rhonda Powell (LLB Otago, LLM Nottingham, 
D Phil Oxford) and Professor Robin Palmer to 
our number. We will also be looking to make 
two more appointments in the New Year so it is 
change aplenty. But with new staff comes energy, 
vitality and new direction. 

Since releasing our Strategic Plan in 2013 (a copy 
of which can be found on the School of Law 
website) we have been busy implementing the 
key components of our new vision. Central to 
that was the appointment of a Director of Clinical 
Legal Education. In March Professor Robin Palmer 
joined us from South Africa. Although he hates 
me saying so, Robin is truly a world leader in the 
establishment of clinical programmes, having 
established 17 such programmes around the 
world. As you will have undoubtedly become 
aware, we here at the UC School of Law are 
adding to our traditionally strong foundation of 
outstanding research and personalised teaching. 
We are looking to play catch up to our students 
who are engaged in the community (both 
professional and civil) in so many ways. In 2015 we 
are trialling a requirement for students to engage 
in 100 hours community/professional interaction 
as a graduating requirement (aka, you do not 

get your degree without it). This is a particularly 
exciting initiative that will likely be split into 25 
hour requirements per year. Students will have a 
mix of online soft-touch modules to complete on  
CV writing, interview skills, workplace etiquette,  
core library research skills and perhaps even 
advice and guidance on wellness and health 
and safety (the latter particularly important in 
the context of new Health and Safety legislation 
and the status of law as having the highest rates 
of depression of the professions). We are also 
running a small number of clinics in conjunction 
with Community Law Canterbury out of our UC 
Clinic office on the ground floor of the School 
of Law. We already have the largest for credit 
internship programme of all the law schools and 
have just had two students return from assisting 
Jonathan Krebs in the Privy Council in London 
arguing the Teina Pora case. Rosie Kos and Duncan 
Ballinger have been an important part of the 
Teina Pora legal team for the past six months 
and have been working on the case for academic 
credit producing highly sophisticated research on 
evidential matters invaluable to the case. 

There simply is too much to list in the short space 
available. Next year we will look to develop our 
philanthropic support in order to expand our 
clinical programme and make more opportunities 
available for students to put into practice their 
skills and knowledge. For them it helps to bring 
their academic studies alive. For those at the 
coal face, it provides a tremendous boost in 
circumstances that are often driven by pro bono 
goodwill. For the community, it demonstrates that 
our Law School is about students who really are 
here to change the world. 

Warm regards
Chris Gallavin

From the Dean

This is the 21st edition of the University of 
Canterbury School of Law Newsletter! It comes 
to you from our new (old) home in the Law 
Building, which has now become the Business 
and Law Building. Law is currently housed on 
the 3rd floor, so feel free to call in and talk to us 
there if you are in the neighbourhood. You are 
always very welcome. 

Your 2014 Newsletter contains news of what 
our staff have been up to, biographies of three 
new staff, details of the extensive new research 
and innovation being undertaken at the Law 
School, the usual reports from our various 
centres and groups, and a report of staff travels 
and of some graduate achievements. You will 

also find the regular features such as our ‘Diary 
of a Law Academic’, reports from third parties 
closely affiliated with the school, recipients of 
prizes and scholarships, and bits of gossip and 
news of our alumni in the Scandalum section 
at the back. 

I want to thank David Rowe, who has once 
again acted as assistant editor this year.  
Thanks are also due to other members of staff 
who contributed.

Inevitably, we seek contributions from you all 
for next year’s edition. Tell us about yourselves 
and your continuing careers and lives, whether 
in New Zealand, or offshore.

Contact Ursula at email:

Ursula.Cheer@canterbury.ac.nz

or 

Editor 
School of Law Newsletter 
University of Canterbury 
Faculty of Law 
Private Bag 4800 
CHRISTCHURCH

or

Fax: 03-364-2757 
Visit the Law School Website at: 
Www.laws.canterbury.ac.nz

From the Editors
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Staff

Karen Scott’s research over the last year has 
continued to focus on legal and ethical issues 
associated with climate engineering, ocean 
governance and environmental treaties. In 
October 2013, Karen was delighted to present the 
prestigious Fifth Annual Douglas M. Johnston 
Ocean Governance Lecture at the Schulich School 
of Law, University of Dalhousie, Halifax, Canada, 
the topic of which was entitled “International 
Law and the “Mis-anthropocene”: Responding to 
the Geoengineering Challenge”. The lecture will 
be published in the 2014 edition of the Ocean 
Yearbook (forthcoming). Karen was a Visiting 
Research Fellow at the Marine and Environmental 
Law Institute at the Schulich School of Law in 
October/ November 2013 and carried out research 
associated with her project on comparative ocean 
governance (funded by the New Zealand Law 
Foundation). Other research papers presented 
during this period focused on compliance 
mechanisms under multilateral environmental 
agreements (21st ANZSIL Conference, Canberra, 
July 2013), the law and ethics of geoengineering 
(Lake Como, Italy, September 2013) and the oceans 
as global public goods (Wellington, May 2014). 
Karen was pleased to represent MFAT in October 
2013 at the Second ASEAN Expanded Maritime 
Forum held in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. Karen is 
currently co-editing (with Don Rothwell (ANU), 
Alex Oude Elferink (Netherlands Institute for 
the Law of the Sea) and Tim Stephens (Sydney) 
the Oxford Handbook on the Law of the Sea (OUP, 
forthcoming 2015) and has contributed six book 
chapters to five separate publications over this 
period (all in press). Selected other publications 
include: Karen N. Scott, “Regulating Ocean 
Fertilization under International Law: The Risks” 
(2013) Carbon & Climate Law Review 108 – 116; Karen 
N. Scott, “Marine Protected Areas in the Southern 
Ocean” in Alex Oude Elferink, Erik Molenaar and 
Donald R. Rothwell, The Law of the Sea and Polar 
Regions: Interaction between Global and Regional 
Regimes (Leiden/ Boston: Martinus Nijhoff, 2013) 
113 – 137; Karen N. Scott, “Exploiting the Oceans for 
Climate Change Mitigation: Case Study on Iron 
Fertilization” in Clive Schofield and Seokwoo Lee 
(eds), Proceedings of the 2011 Law of the Sea Institute 
Conference: The Limits of Maritime Jurisdiction 
(Leiden, Martinus Nijhoff, 2014) 653 – 677. Karen 
was re-elected to the ANZSIL Council in 2014 and 
continues her duties as Vice-President of ANZSIL.

Elizabeth Toomey continues to be involved 
in earthquake-related research which has led 
to expanding collaborative research networks 
world-wide. Professor William Siembieda, whom 
she interviewed in California in 2013, has gained 
a Fulbright Scholarship to conduct research 
at the School of Law in early 2016 and a cross-
disciplinary team will be formed to conduct 
research particularly on the migration patterns of 
red-zone evacuees in the Canterbury region. 

Jeremy Finn and she wrote a conference paper 

for the Australian and New Zealand Disaster and 
Emergency Management Conference (Gold Coast, 
Australia, May 2014) and this was presented by 
Jeremy Finn. She has also presented papers on 
the topic at the 14th International Conference on 
Diversity, Communities and Nations (Vienna,  
9-11 July 2014) and as a plenary address at the 12th 
Australasian Property Law Teachers’ Conference 
at Bond University (Gold Coast, 17-19 July 2014). 
Jeremy and she completed their three year 
research project, Legal Responses to a Natural 
Disaster, in September. This project, which has 
been funded by the New Zealand law Foundation, 
will result in a monograph to be published by 
Thomson Reuters. It is due to be released in 
December 2014.

The School of Law has won the bid to host the 13th 

Australasian Property Law Teachers’ Conference in 
Christchurch 2016 and she will form a team from 
the staff to be on the organising committee. 

Her chapter in the publication , Asia-Pacific 
Disaster Management: Socio-Legal Perspectives 
(Springer, Sydney) was published early in 2014. 

More broadly, in 2014 Liz presented papers  
at two New Zealand Law Society Conferences.  
She was part of a panel of three that included 
Robbie Muir, Registrar-General of Land, on the 
new Land Transfer draft Bill at the Property Law 
Conference in June 2014. She was the key note 
speaker at the Conference, “Rural Land – the Big 
Issues” in September 2014.

On the sports law front, Colin Fife and Liz 
completed the 3rd edition of the monograph 
Sports Law in New Zealand for the International 
Encyclopaedia of Law (Kluwer International, 
Germany) in December 2014. She was invited 
to run an intensive Sports Law summer school 
course at Waikato University in November 2014. 

She has been appointed General Editor of the 
treatise, Land Law in New Zealand, and has a 
number of land-related research projects nearing 
completion. 

Liz was acting Head of School from January-
August 2014 while Associate Professor John 
Hopkins was overseas. She continues to serve 
on the New Zealand Law Society Environment 
Committee, and on several University of 
Canterbury committees. 

Stephen Todd wrote a second edition of Tort 
Law in New Zealand, and (with Jeremy Finn) a 
second edition of Contract Law in New Zealand, 
both published by Kluwer Law International, The 
Hague, in 2014. He also wrote chapter 2 on “The 
Duty of Care” and chapter 6 on “Causation and 
Remoteness of Damage” for the 13th edition of 
Charlesworth and Percy on Negligence, published 
by Sweet & Maxwell in 2014. Charlesworth is part 
of the Common Law Library series of treatises 
written for the legal profession in the UK. The 4th 
edition of Butterworths Introduction to Commercial 

Law in New Zealand (edited by Cynthia Hawes) was 
published early in 2014, and Stephen contributed 
to chapters 2-8, covering general principles 
of contract. As for journal articles, he wrote 
“Planning Permission for an Activity Creating a 
Nuisance” for the first volume of the Journal of 
International and Comparative Law, published 
for the first time in mid-2014, and “Multiple 
Causes of Loss and Claims for Contribution” 
published in the December 2013 edition of the 
New Zealand Universities Law Review. This latter 
article developed a plenary paper presented to 
the New Zealand Insurance Law Association on 
“Aspects of Altimarloch” at its annual conference 
in Queenstown in September 2013.

Quite apart from academic work, Stephen’s most 
notable contribution to legal writing came about 
with the publication of a wholly new and entirely 
unique book called Leading Cases in Song in 
December 2013. The nature of this book and the 
story behind it are explained at the end of  
this newsletter.

Cynthia Hawes has been busy over the last 
year with book chapters. She has written two 
chapters in the latest edition of Todd on Torts, 
and she has edited and contributed to a new, 4th, 
edition of Butterworths Introduction to Commercial 
Law, which was published early this year. She 
also organised and hosted at the University 
of Canterbury in December the Australasian 
Consumer Law Roundtable, which is an annual 
conference for consumer lawyers. Cynthia has 
done some travelling, and presented a paper 
at the Society of Legal Scholars’ conference in 
Edinburgh last year. Fortunately she has also had 
some leisure time, and has been to Melbourne 
and Sydney in search of opera performances. She 
is still keen on dancing – Wednesday night is  
tango night.

Che Ekaratne has had a wonderful first year in 
New Zealand and at the School of Law. She was 
honoured to have been nominated for Lecturer 
of the Year after her first time teaching at the 
university level. Despite the bulk of her lecturing 
(homicide and wills) being all about death, 
she has managed to assure students that she 
is relatively harmless. Outside the classroom, 
Che served on two committees, judged client-
interviewing competitions, and presented at 

Che Ekaratne and Sascha Mueller (on sabbatical leave in 2014) 
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a School of Law teaching seminar. She also 
furthered her research interests in comparative 
law with a publication (“Hendrix: Post-mortem 
publicity rights across borders”) in the Media 
& Arts Law Review. She would like to thank her 
students and colleagues for making her feel  
so welcome.

This year’s biggest achievement for Chris Riffel 
was certainly the award of his PhD by the 
University of Bern, Switzerland. In addition, his 
article on the Havana Club case was published in 
the prestigious Max Planck Encyclopedia of Public 
International Law. Chris also had the opportunity 
to speak at the Inaugural Symposium of the 
Global Economic Law Network in Melbourne. 
During his leisure time, he explored a bit more 
(see p. 7.) of the South Island and went on a four-
day trip to the West Coast with David Round. In 
terms of teaching, Chris passed his courses in the 
Postgraduate Teaching Certificate and, moreover, 
he designed a new course on International 
Investment Law and Regional Trade. 

Ursula Cheer published ‘Defamation’, with John 
Burrows QC in, The Law of Torts in New Zealand, 
Thomson Reuters (2013, 6th ed, S Todd ed) in 2013. 
She was then on sabbatical for the first half of 
2014 and spent three months of this in Cambridge 
as a Canterbury Fellow and Visiting Fellow  
of Trinity College. Her impressions and adventures 
are chronicled elsewhere in this edition, as well as 
the Melbourne Law School Centre for Media and 
Communications Law Defamation and Privacy 
Workshop she attended halfway through the 
Fellowship. The workshop resulted in a Chapter 
in a forthcoming book to be published by OUP, 
titled: Divining the Dignity Torts – A Possible Future 
for Defamation and Privacy. On returning to 
Christchurch, Ursula prepared and then taught 
an intensive two week course in Media Law at 
Adelaide University School of Law. Mid-year 
she published ‘The Burgeoning of Freedom of 
Expression in New Zealand Defamation Law’, a 
chapter in Media Freedom and Regulation in the 
New Media World, Koltay, ed., Budapest: Wolters 
Kluwer, (2014). The balance of the year was taken 
up with teaching and marking, although Ursula 
managed to fit in multiple roles in a play by Norah 
and Delia Ephron called ‘Love, Loss and What I 
Wore’ in September.

New Staff

Rhonda Powell joined the School of Law this year 
as a lecturer. Rhonda is returning to Christchurch 
after a long break – 20 years to be exact. She 
graduated with an LLB(Hons) and BA from the 
University of Otago in 2003 and went on complete 
an LLM in Human Rights Law at the University of 
Nottingham in 2003 and a DPhil on the topic of 
‘the Right to Security of Person’ at the University 
of Oxford in 2008. Since then, Rhonda worked as 
a solicitor in London and then Melbourne before 
‘seeing the light’ and returning to academia. 
Before starting at Canterbury, Rhonda held a 
teaching position at Melbourne Law School and a 
research position at the Judith Lumley Centre,  
La Trobe University. She is retaining her 
connection with La Trobe as an Honorary 
Research Fellow. Rhonda’s research interests 
relate to human rights law, healthcare law 
and reproductive health, particularly around 
the exercise of personal autonomy and the 
refusal of recommended medical treatment. 
Rhonda is looking forward a supportive working 
environment at the School of Law and to enjoying 
the relaxed Kiwi lifestyle. 

Henry Holderness 
first studied law at 
UC in 1996. In 1997, 
he did Torts, Contract 
and Public, but was 
more interested in 
other subjects. Henry 
did a BA (Hons) in 
English, graduated 
in 2000 and then 
went ESOL teaching 
for about 6 years, 
including 3 years in 

Japan. By the time he was about 28, Henry decided 
it was time to get a “proper” career. Starting 
where he’d left off it took two years to finish an 
LLB. In 2008 Henry completed an LLM and then 
worked at Duncan Cotterill 2009 – 2011, moving 
to Wynn Williams in 2012 – 2013. In both firms he 
worked in civil and commercial litigation. Henry 
got the chance to help with teaching Company 
Law at UC in 2013 and this led to an interview at 
the end of 2013 for the lecturing position which 

Rhonda Powell

Henry Holderness

he now holds. In 2014, Henry has been teaching 
Employment, some of Company and Statutory 
Interpretation in Laws 101. He is also now Master 
of Moots, taking over from Simon Dorset, really 
enjoying being back where he started, and getting 
to know many new people around the Law School, 
both staff and students, Henry is married to 
Tomomi, who comes from Fukui City in central 
Japan, and they have two daughters, Bianca (5) 
and Manon (3).

Robin Palmer has been welcomed to the Law 
School as a Professor of Law and Director of 
Clinical Legal studies in the UC School of Law. 
Prior to that he was the Director of the Institute 
for Professional Legal Training (IPLT), which is 
affiliated to the University of KwaZulu-Natal, 
Durban, South Africa, and he is also a  
practicing barrister (advocate). Robin has 
been involved in numerous high-profile cases, 
including as defence counsel in the ‘Trust Feed’ 
trial, in which the existence of apartheid hit 
squads was conclusively proved. From 2006 to 
2012, he was the lead specialist prosecutor of 
the ‘Life’ case, where international brokers, local 
hospital groups and surgeons were prosecuted 
for illegal organ trafficking. Robin has also run 
various training courses and consultancies for the 
UNDP, UNODC, OSI, OSISA, the Commonwealth, 
USAID, GIZ, DFID, EU, the SA Legal Aid Board 
and others in diverse fields from 1995 to the 
present, including training in, and setting up 
clinical legal programmes, justice reform, legal 
aid, constitutional development and good 
governance projects in various African, Asian and 
East-European countries. He was a member of 
the IBA Human Rights Institute’s Task Team into 
money laundering, tax havens and poverty from 
2012 to 2013. Robin was also the lead consultant 
in the UNODC expert group meeting on private/
public security cooperation in Vienna. He has 
authored and co-authored seven textbooks, and 
has published articles in diverse fields. The new 
Clinical Legal Programme and Internships are 
detailed elsewhere in this newsletter.

Robin Palmer

Chris Riffel receives his Postgraduate Teaching Certificate 
watched by  Ursula Cheer, his wife Emma and David Round
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In 2001 the University’s Teaching 
and Learning Committee 
established a “teaching 
award”, to encourage and 
recognise excellence in teaching 
achievement. It was noted at 
the time, that teaching entailed 
diverse activities and Committee 
chair John Freeman-Moir said  
“To reflect this diversity, the 
awards can be made for various 
areas of teaching achievement: 
consistently high performance, 
innovation and creativity, 
leadership, and research and 
development in teaching and 
learning.”

Any continuing member of the staff can be 
nominated and those short listed are required to 
provide a brief statement covering five aspects of 
teaching: vision, approach, methodology, content 
and professional development 

Two of the five awards made this year went to 
Law School staff and we extend our heartiest 
congratulations to Sascha Mueller and  
Debra Wison.

Commenting on his award, Sascha said that 
enthusiasm and confidence usually came when 
students felt ownership of their subject, and had 
an understanding of its purpose and value in the 
bigger picture. 

“I believe that learning begins with the individual 
– no teacher can make unwilling students learn, 
but a good teacher can inspire them to want  
to learn.

My experience has shown that enthusiasm and 
confidence come about when students feel 
ownership of their subject- an understanding of 
its purpose and its value in the bigger picture. The 
role of the modern teacher, therefore, is to build 
and foster this enthusiasm, encouraging students 

Two Law Staff honoured as Top teachers 

to critically analyse and think laterally, to cultivate 
understanding without reliance on rote learning. 
Confidence is promoted through inclusive 
teaching practices that encourage participation in 
a safe learning environment.

In the words of Benjamin Franklin, Tell me and  
I forget. Teach me and I remember. Involve me and  
I learn."  

Debbie Wilson said her aim was to challenge her 
students the way she was herself challenged and 
to foster critical thinking skills to allow students 
to form their own opinions. She also hoped that 
she could inspire her students to care as much 
about the topics she taught as she did. 

One of the greatest teachers I ever had said to 
me: ‘all you need is a pencil and a mind ready for 
knowledge.’ Another told me: ‘get an opinion or 
don’t waste my time.’ Without both of them, I 
wouldn’t be a teacher today. I hope to challenge 
my students, the way that I was challenged, to 
foster critical thinking skills and to allow them to 
form their own opinions. I hope to inspire them to 
care as much about the topics I’m teaching as  

I do. I make my classes as interactive and student-
centred as possible. I aim to encourage teamwork 
and have derived great pleasure from the amazing 
race style ‘scavenger hunt’ which I instituted for 
first year students which is designed to teach 
students about the academic and social aspects 
of law school life. The hunt involves every law 
academic and administrative staff member and 
about 15 senior students in a teaching role and 
ends with a whole Law School barbeque.

There is a real buzz to teaching a class that is 
excited and engaged. I believe that all students 
have the ability to succeed and I encourage 
them to reach the highest standards in both 
academia and life. My students describe me as a 
passionate, enthusiastic, charismatic, sarcastic 
and approachable teacher.”

Awards in previous years have been made to 
Ursula Cheer (2012), Chris Gallavin (2009),  
Richard Scragg (2001) and John Burrows  
(inaugural Teaching Medal 2002)

Debbie WilsonSascha Mueller
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Disaster Research 

Gold Coast conference
Jeremy Finn attended the Australia and  
New Zealand Disaster and Emergency 
Management conference held at Surfers  
Paradise in May 2014 to present a paper jointly 
written with Elizabeth Toomey on legal issues 
arising from the Canterbury earthquakes. This 
was a big conference with over 300 people 
attending. A wide range of disaster and 
emergency related disciplines were represented, 
from law to emergency medicine, climatology 
to disaster communications, police to social 
work and community resiliency. Certainly it is 
the only conference Jeremy has been to where 
the largest part of the conference space was 
occupied by different models of emergency 
vehicles. Unfortunately test drives were not on 
offer, though the demonstrations of using drones 
to acquire information about devastated areas 
were fascinating. Liz and Jeremy's paper has now 
been published in the refereed proceedings of the 
Conference and the links made with academics 
and practitioners in the field will be developed 
over the next few years, particularly as the 2016 
conference will be held in Christchurch.

Teaching Research

Longitudinal Study of Law Students
In January 2014 the Socio-Legal Research Group 
at the Law School (John Caldwell, Ursula Cheer, 
Natalie Baird and Lynne Taylor) began the first 
phase of its largest and most exciting project to 

date: a longitudinal study of the 2014 cohort of 
first year New Zealand law students. 

The first phase of the project involves two parts: 
an initial and baseline survey to determine the 
background of first year law students, their 
expectations as the purpose and skills delivered 
by the degree and their general well-being. A 
second survey was carried out at the end of the 
students’ first year of study to determine what 
changed for them since the baseline study, what 
was actually been delivered to them, and what 
their future plans are.

Seven hundred and thirty two first year students 
enrolled in law schools at the universities of 
Auckland, Canterbury and Waikato completed the 
baseline study and initial analysis reveals that 
over a third of Canterbury and Auckland students, 
and more than half of Waikato students have an 
early goal of entering the law profession.

The baseline survey also asked questions 
focusing on students’ views about studying in 
2014. Students are not blasé about their study – 
90% of Canterbury and Waikato students, and 
80% of Auckland students, think it is extremely 
important that they pass their course(s) in 2014. 
Modal responses to a question on how many 
hours the student would expect to study outside 
the classroom for their first year law courses were: 
Auckland 3-5 hours per week; Waikato 6-8 hours 
per week; and Canterbury 10+ hours per week.

The baseline study also revealed the following 
information about first year law students at the 
University of Canterbury:

•	 The majority (two thirds) are female.

•	 Over 25% worry that their health will hold them 
back in some way.

•	 The main reason for enrolling at Canterbury 
is that it is the local university, but nearly half 
enrolled because they had heard good things 
about the Law School.

•	 Nearly half have part-time jobs. 

•	 The majority are nervous, excited, and also a bit 
stressed about studying law.

•	 The three subjects of most interest are 
Criminal Justice, followed by International and 
Company/Commercial.

Annual surveys of the cohort will follow in each 
year of their law studies, and as they enter the 
workforce. 

A second phase of the study will involve a 
survey of potential employers asking what skills 
law graduates bring to their work and what 
skills prospective employers of law students 
(realistically) want. 

At the core of the project is the aim of informing 
the development of a student profile which 
ensures that teaching and learning occurring 
during law degrees produces graduates who have 
the skills and knowledge for the careers they 
wish to pursue. The reciprocal aim is to produce 
law graduates who are of more than academic 
use for employers, whether in legal practice, or in 
government, private sector or NGO positions.

The research group anticipates that the 
dissemination of the project’s outcomes will 
inform the teaching and learning of the LLB 

Law School Research and Innovation
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degree at the University of Canterbury and may 
also do so at other New Zealand law schools

The project is funded by Ako Aotearoa Southern 
Hub and the University of Canterbury. 

Conferences 

New Developments in International 
Trade Law
On 2 May 2013, Melbourne University Law School 
held an inaugural symposium to establish a new 
research centre in global economic law –  
the Global Economic Law Network (GELN). The 
GELN has the aim of fostering exchange and 
discussion among academics, government 
and practitioners working in or interested in 
international economic law and activities will 
include workshops and seminars, encouraging 
research and collaboration, and providing a 
means for interested persons to keep abreast of 
developments in GELN's focus areas which include 
international trade law, international investment 
law, international finance law and international 
arbitration.

Canterbury law school’s Dr Chris Riffel was the 
only New Zealander invited to speak to the 
inaugural symposium. In his presentation,  
on new developments in international trade law,  
he focussed on the substantive scope of the 
TRIPS Agreement, and in particular the reference in 
Article 2.1 of the TRIPS Agreement to Article 10bis of 
the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial 
Property. The relationship between the Paris 
Convention and the TRIPS Agreement has recently 
gained centre stage because of the tobacco plain 
packaging dispute against Australia. There, an 

alleged violation of Article 2.1 TRIPS in conjunction 
with Article 10bis Paris Convention is at issue.  
To make a prima facie case, the complaining 
party will need to establish that Article 10bis Paris 
Convention is covered by the scope of the TRIPS 
Agreement. This is disputed because of the use in 
the introductory phrase in Article 2.1 TRIPS of the 
words “in respect of”. Some commentators have 
seen this as a limitation of the reference and thus 
the incorporation of the substantive provisions 
of the Paris Convention into the TRIPS system. 
However, the Appellate Body in the Havana Club 
case clarified that the TRIPS Agreement does not 
condition the obligations of the WTO Members 
under the Paris regime. This was decided with 
respect to trade names. As regards the protection 
against unfair competition, the matter is still 
unsettled. 

Chris made the case for a full integration of the 
referred Paris provisions into the TRIPS Agreement, 
basing his argumentation upon the principle of 
effectiveness, an established interpretive tenet 
since US – Gasoline. The TRIPS Agreement refers, on 
three occasions, to Article 10bis Paris Convention 
- to wit: in Articles 22.2(b) (geographical 
indications), 39.1 (undisclosed information), and 
2.1 TRIPS. If one limited the significance of Article 
10bis Paris Convention for the TRIPS Agreement 
to geographical indications and undisclosed 
information, one would deprive the reference in 
Article 2.1 TRIPS of its effect.  
In order to satisfy the principle of effectiveness, 
there must be cases of application of Article 
2.1 TRIPS in conjunction of Article 10bis Paris 
Convention, regardless of the other two reference 
norms. In the final analysis, there is an obligation 
under WTO law to protect against unfair trading 

Dr Riffel speaking at the Inaugural Symposium of the GELN.

practices, such as discrediting a foreign trader 
(Article 10bis(3)(ii) Paris Convention) or misleading 
the consumer (Article 10bis(3)(iii) Paris Convention).

Unique Degree Offering

Bachelor of Criminal Justice degree
February this year saw the commencement of the 
new Bachelor of Criminal Justice degree, a three 
year interdisciplinary degree involving academics 
from a wide range of disciplines. Canterbury is 
the only university in the country offering such 
a degree and enrolments in the first-year course 
were well above projected levels at 114. There has 
been very strong interest shown in the degree 
in all the University’s outreach to schools and 
the broader community. If the degree is hosted 
by Law, but overseen by a Board of Studies in 
which all the relevant academic disciplines are 
represented along with stakeholders from the 
wider community including Maori and Pacific 
Island groups, the Ministry of Justice, Police, 
Corrections and the Children and Young Persons 
Service. The Board of Studies has endorsed plans 
to develop distance and blended education 
programs for the 100 and 200 level BCJ courses- 
some of which are planned to be in place in time 
for the 2016 academic year. Jeremy Finn has been 
awarded a Canterbury Fellowship at Oxford for 
two months in the first half of 2015 and will use 
that time to work on new 300 level courses on 
sentencing and on pre-trial and trial matters, 
to develop materials and processes for distance 
and blended learning in the CRJU 101 course for 
a future CRJU 202 course in Criminal Law and 
Procedure and to visit English universities which 
are offering Criminal Justice degrees.

The Board has further recommended that 
planning be undertaken for a graduate certificate 
or diploma in criminal justice which could be 
available to graduates from various disciplines 
working in the broad criminal justice field. Any 
such qualification will have to be approved by the 
University and then the Committee on University 
Academic Programmes, so detailed planning will 
start soon.

In 2014, the first-year course, CRJU 101 Introduction 
to Criminal Justice involved staff from Law (Jeremy 
Finn and Debra Wilson), Sociology, Psychology, 
Geography, History, Aotahi Maori and Indigenous 
Studies and Social Work. A few students were also 
able to complete courses double coded for both 
Criminal Justice and Sociology or to enrol in the 
LLB Criminal Law course which can be credited to 
the BCJ. In 2015 the first-year course will be offered 
again, as will further courses at 200 and 300 level. 
Law will again be heavily involved. 

This is a most exciting development and one of 
which the University can be proud.
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The School of Law has, for many 
years, had a proud reputation 
for the training of law students 
for legal careers. The traditional 
approach to legal education is 
that a law school’s primary role is 
to prepare students for the legal 
profession: to become solicitors  
or barristers.

This has resulted in the concentration on the 
teaching of legal principles in university law 
syllabi, with the understanding that applied legal 
skills will be the province of the compulsory post-
graduate professional skills courses. 

The School of Law at the University of Canterbury 
has decided that this approach to legal education 
needs to be supplemented by including relevant 
applied skills training, and community-service 
requirements, in the general law syllabus.

To achieve these ancillary aims to traditional 
legal education, the Law School is implementing 
a comprehensive clinical law programme, and 
an expanded internship programme. The clinical 
law programme has two primary components: 
enhancing the fundamental and applied practical 
skills training of senior law students, and the 
provision by these students of legal assistance 
(under qualified supervision) to fellow students in 
need and selected members of the community.  
To this end, a new Clinical Legal studies course will 

commence in the 2015 academic year, and legal 
advice clinics will also commence in 2015.

The new UC Law Clinics are essentially the 
teaching hospitals of law students. They are legal 
advice offices, and will initially be based on the 
UC main campus and in Christchurch city centre, 
operated in cooperation with Community Law 
Canterbury (CLC), and selected other NGOs.  
In due course, a number of outreach clinics, as 
well as international exchanges, are envisaged. 

Students will register for Clinical Legal studies 
(LAWS 386) in either the first or second semester 
(from 2015). This course supports all other law 
courses by equipping students with applied 
practical skills (both legal and generic) that are not 
specifically provided for in these other courses, 
whilst concomitantly providing a valuable 
access to justice service for all UC students and 
qualifying members of the public.

The internships program has two legs- short-
term, dedicated involvement in selected projects 
(not for credit), or registering for the course Legal 
Internships (LAWS 382), which is a credit-bearing 
course. This entails doing a minimum period of 
internship (currently at least 48 hours) with an 
approved law firm, NGO, regional or international 
organisation, government agency or department, 
or working on an approved special project or court 
case. The range of possible involvement is wide 
and flexible, and students doing the internship 
module have to complete an internship journal 
and reflective paper (outlining the knowledge, 
skills and values they acquired during their 

internship), and also submit a 7000-word essay 
on an approved topic. These essays are later 
published as articles, or information monographs 
and brochures for the public benefit. Internships 
may be served locally or internationally.

Examples of recent and current internships for 
course credit are:

•	 Traditional internships with law firms;

•	 A China study-tour internship;

•	 Interns working on a group-action EQC case, 
based on NZ and International Law;

•	 Interns helping to prepare landmark court 
challenges: e.g. alleged miscarriage of justice 
cases: the Teina Pora appeal to the Privy Council 
in London, and the Michael October case;

•	 Interns working with Nigel Hampton QC to help 
prepare a number of private prosecutions in 
forestry deaths cases;

•	 Interns working internships with selected 
congressmen in Washington DC;

•	 Interns with ECAN (environmental 
prosecutions), and other government agencies, 
such as the Department of Conservation;

•	 Interns helping to set up clinical law 
programmes in Christchurch, and potentially in 
outreach areas such as Timor-Leste and Fiji;

•	 Exchange internships with the ICC in The 
Hague, Netherlands.

Professor Robin Palmer

UC School of Law Clinical Legal 
Programme and Legal Internships
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News from the Canterbury 
Legal Clinic:

Law students to help prepare 
prosecution cases 
University of Canterbury law students are helping 
Christchurch lawyer Nigel Hampton QC and Simon 
Meikle, barrister and solicitor of Wellington, 
prepare prosecutions cases relating to a number 
of alleged forestry safety violations leading  
to deaths.

Logging is New Zealand's third biggest export, 
behind dairy products and meat, with an industry 
worth $3.8 billion in overseas earnings last year. 
But the 10 forestry deaths recorded last year is 
seven times the average of Australia. The rate of 
ACC claims for work related injuries in the industry 
was six times the rate for all other industry  
sectors combined.

Nigel Hampton is assisting pro-bono in four 
cases against forestry companies for safety 
violations and is leading Council of Trade Unions’ 
prosecutions against logging contractors. He has 
received a judgment in a Rotorua forestry fatality 
case giving permission to proceed even though 
the case was technically out of time.

Two teams of UC law students, two per team,  
are assisting him to prepare and privately 
prosecute these cases, University of Canterbury 
director of clinical legal studies Professor  
Robin Palmer says.

"The Law School, through our clinical law 
programme, is helping select a number of law 
student volunteers to assist. We believe it is 
important for the graduate profile of all our 
law students that they are involved in the legal 
community so they are career-ready when they 
leave the university. From next year all our law 
students will have to give 100 hours of community 
legal service before they can graduate.

"We are also developing international exchanges 
to place students at international criminal courts 
and research issues relevant to certain cases. 
These student placements are all part of the 
broader public interest law movement initiated 
by the Dean of the Law School Associate Professor 
Chris Gallavin.’’

UC director of clinical legal studies Robin Palmer 
said law schools had typically focused on legal 
principle and seen it as the profession’s role to 
teach legal skills.

“The advantage [of the programme] is that not 
only do students get value for their law degree, 
they immediately have real-world skills.”

Nigel Hampton says his pro-bono involvement 
related to four cases all resulting in deaths in the 
Bay of Plenty forestry areas.

"It’s great to get University of Canterbury law 
student support. They will prepare full timelines, 
setting out and highlighting factual issues along 
the particular line and assisting research into 

relevant statute and case law. The assistance of 
the law students will be invaluable,  
from my perspective.

"This may involve some comparative studies of 
other corresponding common law jurisdictions 
especially in Canada with its considerable forestry 
industry and the dramatic drop in fatalities there 
in more recent times.’’

University of Canterbury law students have 
also begun volunteering their time, as part of 
the programme in collaboration with national 
organisation Law For Change (see Graduate 
Newsdesk in this edition), to help Christchurch 
residents take court action against the 
Earthquake Commission (EQC).

The group action, led by law firm Anthony 
Harper, has 147 claimants. The action is seeking a 
declaratory judgment that EQC is not meeting its 
obligations under the Earthquake Commission 
Act 1993. About 50 law students are volunteering 
their time to help under the Law School’s clinical 
legal studies programme to review documents 
and case files.

Project leader Matt Taylor said “it is one of the 
most rewarding projects we’ve worked on”. 
Along with experience, volunteers will receive 
credit toward their degrees. From next year, the 
law degree at Canterbury requires each student 
to demonstrate practical skills and 100 hours of 
community service.

Volunteer Derick Lotz said students’ altruistic 
spirit was shown by the Student Volunteer Army, 
but “it shouldn’t just be in times of need;  
it should be a regular occurrence”.

 “By working closely with actual lawyers and 
seeing how things are done on the front lines,  
you really do start to get the feel about what 
being a lawyer is all about.”

Professor Palmer says other law students would 
work alongside Environment Canterbury and the 
Department of Conservation in other initiatives 
while some law interns would help practitioners 
prepare submissions to Parliament on law  
reform bills.



Law For Change 
was founded in 
2012 to provide a 
framework within 
which young 

lawyers, graduates and law students can use their 
legal skills to serve the public good. Over 350 
young lawyers and law students from across the 
country came together to discuss how their legal 
skills could be used to serve the public interest 
law community.

Public interest law can be defined broadly as legal 
practice in the service of otherwise unrepresented 
or under-represented persons or interests. It may 
include work through internships, short-term 
work, jobs, or volunteer work. It spans many areas, 
including: access to justice, environmental issues, 
work for Crown law, criminal defence work, human 
rights, international law, law and social policy, 
legal education, volunteer legal services and pro 
bono work, work in development organisations, 
community law centre work, government work 
drawing on legal skills, and other roles such as 
community organising or involvement in political 
issues. Law For Change has since developed a 
public interest handbook which details volunteer 
and public interest legal opportunities in  
New Zealand and overseas.

Law for Change at Canterbury
A Canterbury branch of Law For Change was 
established in September 2013 and has been 
busy developing initiatives where law students 
and members of the wider Christchurch 
legal community can use their legal skills 
and knowledge to aid those in need of legal 
assistance. The Canterbury branch has two 
Regional Coordinators (Rachel Standring and 
Natalie Jones, the Canterbury Branch founders), 
and a substantial Executive managing its projects.

Rachel Standring completed a Diploma in Chinese 
Language, a BMus in cello performance and an 
LLB at the University of Canterbury. Her particular 
interests include access to justice, immigration 
issues and supporting community organisations. 
In her spare time Rachel loves tramping, 
swimming, playing music and baking a large 
number of cakes.

Natalie Jones has a BSc in Physics and an 
LLB(Hons) from the University of Canterbury. 
She is now a judges’ clerk at the High Court in 
Christchurch. Her particular interests include 
access to justice, international environmental 
law, and criminal justice. She enjoys the challenge 
of public interest law issues. In her spare time, 
Natalie loves playing music, enjoying the Aotearoa 
outdoors, and baking tons of cake.

Graduate News Desk

Hester Moore reports from Cairo where she is 
doing an internship in refugee law under the 
auspices of the UNHCR.

Life in Cairo is fairly manic itself. It's proving to be 
the most worthwhile experience I've undertaken. 
It's a hugely challenging place to live - chaotic, 
streets lacking in any perceptible logic or pattern, 

Overseas Alumni

The Canterbury Branch is actively engaged in five 
separate initiatives: an Outreach Team is focused 
on engaging with groups in the community who 
are in need of legal advice and assistance, in 
particular the New Zealand Prostitutes’ Collective 
and Wellbeing North Canterbury. A Research Team 
is using students to conduct legal research for 
NGOs, and other organisations and has already 
produced research for Slave Free Seas,  
a continuing project. The Dispute Support Team 
is developing a programme under which law 
students can be McKenzie friends at the Family 
Court, and the Education/Awareness Team will be 
running a series of seminars with speakers who 
are using their law degrees in the public interest, 
offering volunteer work with LawSpot  
(a Q&A legal website).An EQC Group Action team 
is working with the Law School’s Clinical Legal 
Programme and law firm Anthony Harper to assist 
with a group action regarding the Earthquake 
Commission’s obligations. 

For more information about Law For Change 
at Canterbury see the Law For Change website 
at www.lawforchange.co.nz/our-activities/
canterbury/ and if you would like to receive 
newsletters from the Canterbury branch reporting 
activities and detailing upcoming events, email 
them at lawforchangecanterbury@gmail.com .

oppressive heat and so, so, so noisy - but that 
all adds to the charm of the place. It's full of 
humour, really. You just have to look at it in the 
right way. My job is also an incredible role. I've 
had the fortune of meeting dozens of refugees – 
mostly from Somalia, Sudan, Eritrea, and Ethiopia 
– who are the most tenacious, courageous, and 
inspirational individuals you could come across. 
Their stories are full of unimaginable suffering 
and hardship (especially victims of trafficking, 
who I have been working exclusively with), but 
they manage to keep on somehow to share with 
you their stories in the hope that they'll eventually 
get lifted out of Egypt. My colleagues are all fairly 
young and passionate individuals whom I've 
formed some strong relationships with. All is well, 
apart from my ankles which have swelled to the 
size of a house since I arrived in July. I have little 
hope they'll ever be the same again.

Hester  now has an internship with the United 
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees in the 
Refugee Status Determination Unit. 

Rick Jordan is doing a Masters in Media Law in 
Norwich

I'm having a great time over here so far. The UEA 
has a great campus and a nice feel to the student 

body and faculty (similar to UC). I was expecting 
a tidal wave of assessment for my course, but 
that hasn't been the case. There is alot of reading 
to keep us busy and engaged with some rather 
interesting issues (media regulation, internet law 
and governance, specific issues like 3D printers  
and intellectual property etc). Norwich is a lovely 
little city. 

Overseas locations
Michael Goldstein is now Business Development 
Director at Infinite Ideas International. Eleni 
Psaltis is Senior Legal Counsel at Kuoni Global 
Travel Services / GTA. Haidee Leung is with 
the Australian Competition and Consumer 
Commission.  
Craig Sisterson is now Legal Editor at the  
Law Society of NSW. David Dewar celebrated 2 
years in July at the New Zealand Mission to the 
European Union. Morgan Simes is now Senior 
Strategy Manager at PRS for Music, London. 
Andrea Ewing, formerly with the Office of Co-
Investigating Judges, Extraordinary Chambers 
in the Courts of Cambodia, is now a Lecturer 
with the Royal University of Law and Economics, 
Cambodia.
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The Centre for Commercial  
and Corporate Law, Inc 

The highlight of 
the last 12 months 
for the Centre for 
Commercial and 
Corporate Law, Inc 
(the Centre), was 
a Spring Seminar 
Series held in 
October and 
November 2013 at 

the University of Canterbury. The topics and 
presenters were as follows:

White-Collar and Blue-Collar Crime in 
New Zealand: Investigating the different 
treatments of tax evasion and welfare fraud 
(Dr Lisa Marriott, Associate Professor, Victoria 
University of Wellington). This presentation 
was based on a study investigating the 
extent to which similar offences are treated 
equally in the New Zealand justice systems. 
Specifically, the study compares white- and 
blue-collar offending, using tax evasion as a 
proxy for white-collar crime and benefit fraud 
as a proxy for blue-collar crime and highlights 
the differences in treatments of tax evasion 
and welfare fraud at a range of junctures. 

Insurance Law – an update following the 
Christchurch earthquakes (Dr Duncan Webb, 
Partner, Lane Neave). This seminar followed 
Duncan’s very successful presentation at  
the Centre’s all-day conference titled  
“Legal issues and the earthquakes” held  
at the University of Canterbury in 2012.

Charity Sector Update (Dr Michael Gousmett, 
Public Historian). In this presentation Michael 
considered: (i) the disestablishment of the 
Charities Commission; (ii) shortcomings in 
reporting by Charities and the need for Public 
Benefit Reports; (iii) tax issues including, 
deregistration and its consequences as well 
as defining “gift” for the purposes of the 
Income Tax Act 2007; and provided (iv) an 
overview of charity tax history: Pitt, Pemsel, 
Ballance, Grey, and Holyoake.

The seminars were well attended and 
feedback was extremely positive.

The Centre is also pleased to continue to 
support – via a grant – research currently 
being undertaken by University of Canterbury 
academics into the legal effects of the 
earthquakes (with particular reference to 
commercial and corporate lawyers). 

Andrew Maples

International and Comparative  
Law Group (ICLG) staff members 
have been active over the last year 
in the publication of articles,  
book chapters and the 
presentation of research papers 
among other activities. 

Our student members (PhD, LLM (thesis) and LLM 
(International Law and Politics) have also been 
active in the presentation and publication of their 
research. Josie Toop (PhD candidate) undertook 
a three-month internship (November 2013 – 
January 2014) at the secretariat of the 1998 Aarhus 
Convention on Public Participation in Decision-
making and Access to Justice in Environmental 
Matters in Geneva. Her work at the secretariat 
largely focused on promoting compliance with the 
Convention. Josie was also selected as an ANZSIL 
scholar to present a paper at the 2014 Fifth Four 
Societies Conference in Canberra  
(July 2014). The theme of the conference was 
Experts, Networks and International Law and Josie 
drew on her PhD research to present on experts 
and networks within multilateral environmental 
agreements. Josie is a regular contributor in  
New Zealand practice and international law to 
the New Zealand Yearbook of International Law 
and the Yearbook of International Environmental 
Law. Cassandra Mudgway (PhD candidate) 
and Leuatea Iosefa (PhD candidate) were both 
selected to present their PhD research at the 2014 
ANZSIL Postgraduate workshop held in Canberra 
in July 2014. Amy Laird (LLM (International Law 
and Politics candidate) published an article 
based on a paper she submitted for the LLM in 
volume 10 (2012) of the New Zealand Yearbook 
of International Law entitled “Mali: A Legally 
Justififiable Intervention by France” (pp. 123 – 137) 
(published 2014). The ICLG continues to host 
regular seminars and guest speakers and a recent 
highlight was an engaging presentation by Angela 
Kane, UN High Representative for Disarmament 
Affairs who spoke on the topic of nuclear 
disarmament in April 2014. For current and past 
ICLG news events see www.laws.canterbury.ac.nz/
intlaw/intro.shtml and www.laws.canterbury.
ac.nz/intlaw/iclg_news.shtml. 

ICLG Member, Chris Riffel, spoke at the Beeby 
Colloquium in Wellington on 15 November 2013. 

The Beeby Colloquium is organised by and  
held in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade 
(MFAT) once a year in honour of Chris Beeby,  
a New Zealand diplomat and international lawyer. 
The Colloquium brings together government 
lawyers, practitioners and academics to discuss 
pressing issues of international law with a view 
to giving policy recommendations for the NZ 
Government. This year’s trade topic was a dispute 
between New Zealand and Indonesia. Hunter 
Nottage, a trade lawyer in MFAT, presented the 
position of the Government. 

Chris Riffel responded and assessed the chances 
of success of bringing the case before the World 
Trade Organisation. At issue is Indonesia’s import 
licensing system. The 2013 Trade Policy Review of 
Indonesia highlighted that traders in agricultural 
products have to make an application to the 
Indonesian authorities for a permit to import.  
This increases their fixed costs considerably. 
Because Indonesia is New Zealand’s closest 
Asian market, the NZ Government requested 
consultation with Indonesia on this matter.  
There is not much case law on the Import 
Licensing Agreement at the moment, which is 
why this dispute is so interesting. One of the key 
issues of the case is whether self-sufficiency is a 
legitimate policy goal that can justify an import 
licensing system for agricultural products despite 
the fact the Agricultural Agreement obliges the 
WTO Member States to convert their quantitative 
restrictions into tariffs. 

In the preparation of this case, Chris was 
supported by a team of students at UC, the WTO 
Interest Group, consisting of Evelyn Dyer, Kian 
Looi and Mate Hegedus-Gaspar. The WTO Interest 
Group gives undergraduate students the chance 
to do research in international trade and deal with 
current trade topics. 

On the margins of the Colloquium, Chris met with 
other lecturers, trade lawyers and government 
officials to sound out new possibilities of 
cooperation with a view to raising the profile of 
international trade at NZ universities. One idea 
floated was to have a national moot court in 
international trade and organise a guest speaker 
series.

Karen Scott and Chris Riffel

International and  
Comparative Law Group
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5.30am: Wake up to Miss Five singing “Let it Go” 
from Disney’s extravaganza “Frozen” at the top of 
her lungs, while competing with Miss Eight who 
is practising her “Jump Jam” routine. The joys of 
being a part-time working Mum.

8.30am: Leave the house for walk to school after 
feeding five ducks that seem to have made their 
home on the back lawn, doing four loads of 
washing, making three beds, throwing together 
two school lunches, and making it through an 
hour of kid-wrangling. If only I was as clever as my 
musical colleagues Stephen Todd and Ben France-
Hudson, that could no doubt be made into an 
entertaining ode of some sort.

9.00am: Help out at “Discovery Time” at school. 
I am assigned the woodwork table. Hmmm, not 
my strongest skill set. I last encountered wood 
working implements in my Intermediate School 
days around 30 or so years ago. This could be 
tricky. Worry about being responsible for adding 
to ACC’s list of claimants. Make mental note 
to talk to new colleague Rhonda Powell about 
possibility of being liable for damages. Then 
immerse myself in the experience of creating fairy 
houses, butterflies, axes and guns. No guesses for 
the respective genders of those creators. At least 
we have redressed the gender balance somewhat 
in the law student body, if not yet amongst 
academics, the judiciary or partners in large 
commercial law firms. Challenge.

10.30am: First meeting of the day. I am trialling 
a new approach to doing something about 
my embarrassingly light publication record by 
scheduling most meetings on a Thursday in 
order to leave at least some of the week free for 
research. Meet a prospective research student for 
2015. Inspired by Lawsoc’s “hugs with huskies” 
event earlier in the year, the student wants to do 
a paper on animal rights. My research expertise 
is human rights. Refer student to my colleague 
Karen Scott, whose house is run by her cat. 
Perhaps she can help. Connect.

10.55am: Consider first extension request for the 
day. I am the Law School’s decision maker on 
extension applications, a position much sought 
after by my colleagues for its singular prestige 
(yeah right). The first request is for an extension 
on the grounds of bereavement - death of the 
flat’s goldfish. Tricky. I have already granted 
extensions this year for death of a cat, dog and 
horse. Precedent.

11.00am: Meet Simon Dorset to discuss next 
Round of Public Law tutorials. We design a 
tongue-in-cheek Bill of Rights question involving 
the End-of-Year student Tea Party, freedom of 
expression and two sheep. Perhaps I should 
branch out from human rights to animal rights 
after all? 

11.25am: Consider second request for extension. 
This student has four essays due in the last week 
of term. I am not supposed to grant extensions 
because of pressure of university work but there 
are exceptions. I grant the extensions – there 
was evidence of a niggling cold and a sick son as 
well as the four essays – and give all four essays 
different due dates, to help the student manage 
her workload. Not for the first time I feel relieved 
that I was a student in the 1990s and not 2014.  
Life was so much simpler then. 

11.30am: Meet very bright LLM student to discuss 
his fabulous “Slave Free Seas” research. Give 
detailed feedback on his final draft 50,000 word 
thesis. Wish, not for the first time, that I could 
get such detailed feedback on my own research. 
Perhaps I should give in to the periodic nagging 
of John Hopkins and do my PhD after all. At least 
someone would then be obliged to read what I 
write and give me some feedback. Challenge.

12.30pm: Pop down to the “heli-pad” with hungry 
new colleagues Chehani Ekaratne and Henry 
Holderness for Lawsoc’s final competition of 
the year – sausage eating. Surrounded by happy 
sausage-eating law students, I feel a wave of 
nostalgia for pre-quake days. Students have 
largely vanished from the (Business and) Law 
Building, with the transfer of the Law Library 
to the Puaka-James Hight Library. I wonder yet 
again why they have enlarged the Alibi Café in 
the (Business and) Law Building, when there is no 
longer a Library, and thus no students to hang out 
there. Community.

12.45pm: Consider third request for essay 
extension. This student has three essays due in 
the last week of term. He claims that he was stuck 
on Mt Cheeseman skifield for three days earlier in 
the week when the access road was closed by an 
avalanche. Hang on, there has been virtually no 
snow this year! Ring Mt Cheeseman to check.  
Mt Cheeseman has been closed for three days this 
week for lack of snow. Extension request declined. 
Certainty.

12.50pm: Pop over to the University Book Shop to 
see if they have yellow cardboard for Miss Eight’s 
school project. They are out of stock. She will have 
to make do with the blue cardboard at home. 
Pang of mother guilt. 

1.00pm: Pass by a mountain of 700 boxes of 
books from the former staff library. We have 
received an ultimatum to remove the books from 
the basement of the (Business and) Law Building. 
Cynthia Hawes and Robin Palmer are engaged in 
the Herculean task of trying to decide which of 
the 700 boxes we should keep for the new staff 
“library” – six shelves in the corridor. Feel another 
wave of nostalgia, this time for the staff library of 
pre-quake days, although perhaps it was a little 
decadent to have two libraries in the one building.

1.25pm: Consider fourth request for extension. 
It is a stress and anxiety application. These 
seem to have increased exponentially this year, 
undoubtedly in line with the received wisdom 
that three years after a natural disaster is when 
many people hit rock bottom. Some of these 
applications really do make for sobering reading. 
It is unbelievable what some of our students cope 
with. Evidence present; extension granted.

1.30pm: Pass through the Law School’s new 
kitchen facilities and photocopying area. Observe 
new Health and Safety notices on the shredder 
and the guillotine. Wonder about the Health 
and Safety, not to mention architectural, sense 
of putting the Law School’s kitchen facilities 
within splashing distance of electrical appliances 
such as the photocopier. Make a mental note to 
discuss with David Round, our erstwhile safety 
rep. Careful.

1.31pm: Attend the College’s Equity and Diversity 
Advisory Committee meeting, along with Liz 
Toomey. The University has decided to hold a 
“Diversity Week” in March next year and wants 
ideas for events. Perhaps the Law School could 
offer a “Feminism and the Law” course again. 
Would any of today’s students even be interested? 
The Law School has also suggested, courtesy of 
Sascha Mueller, a German-style beerfest event. 
We now have two German colleagues I guess. 
Celebrate.

Diary of a Law School Academic
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3.00pm: Meet with colleagues Ursula Cheer, 
Lynne Taylor, John Caldwell and Debbie Wilson 
(the latter, by skype from Washington) to 
discuss our longitudinal study of law students. 
This exciting project is surveying our 2014 
first year students throughout their time at 
Canterbury and out into the workforce. A lot of 
interesting data is coming in. Collaborate.

4.00pm: Sit down to do some reading for my 
Post-graduate Certificate in Tertiary Teaching 
course tomorrow. Inspired in part by new 
colleague Christian Riffel, as well as my own 
gnawing sense of being an imposter “teaching” 
law without a teaching qualification, I am now 
myself a UC student having just embarked 
on the first course for this qualification. 
Concentrate.

5.30pm: Phone Miss Five and Miss Eight to say 
good night as they will be asleep by the time I 
get home. I promise to sneak in and give Miss 
Five two mermaid kisses when I do get home, 
and suggest to Miss Eight that she ask her very 
clever Dad to please sew the new badges on to 
her brownie sash tonight. 

5.45pm: Notice that some wag, Jeremy Finn 
perhaps, has now labelled the collection of 
discarded library books and empty boxes in the 
foyer “Chaos out of Order.” Apt.

6.00pm: Attend lecture by Justice Susan 
Glazebrook as part of the Supreme Court lecture 
series. Chris Gallavin is his usual enthusiastic 
hosting self. The Judge eloquently summarises 
my previous two weeks of Public Law lectures 
in just one hour. Philip Joseph asks an erudite 
question. LAWS206 students are, sadly, notable 
by their absence – too many essays due next 
week. Consider.

8.00pm: Attend dinner with Glazebrook J and 
various colleagues. Celebrate.

10.30pm: Home at last. Deliver two mermaid 
kisses. Check workmanship on the brownie 
sash. Unwind with an episode of the “Big Bang 
Theory.” Entertaining, not least because of its 
similarities with life in the Law School. Collapse. 

Natalie Baird

Travel Reports

Debra Wilson reports on first 
impressions of her Fulbright 
adventures. 

It's 7.30 am and I’m 
sitting in the centre 
of the university, 
enjoying a nutritious 
breakfast before 
heading into work. 
Soft jazz plays 
through my ipod, 
and it’s a beautiful 
day. Then, I feel 
something pulling 

at my pocket. Looking down, I see a chipmunk. 
It has its little paw around my ipod cord, and 
is pulling my ipod from my hip pocket. I ask it 
politely to stop (well… not so politely, but with 
my kiwi accent, it won’t know the difference) and 
leap to my feet, trying to get away from the little 
furry ipod-stealer, then realize I have an audience. 
Perhaps freaking out for no apparent reason while 
sitting right on the edge of a graveyard is cause 
for concern at this university. Considering they 
have a graveyard right on the centre of campus 
you’d think they’d be more open to random 
bizarre events, but I smile politely, jerking off my 
ipod buds as my sudden movement has caused 
my ipod to switch to playing german heavy metal. 

‘Its okay,’ I call, trying to act calm, find the 
chipmunk, and protect my ipod from prying paws 
all at the same time. ‘the chipmunk was just 
trying … to steal my ipod’ I explain, realizing how 
lame I sound. ‘And, I’m from New Zealand’ I add.

The latter explanation seems to work for them. 
They nod, they smile, and they back away slowly. 
I retrieve my ipod, step around Chip, who appears 
to be laughing at me as he feasts on my now 
abandoned breakfast of a chocolate and peanut 
butter poptart (okay, perhaps not so nutritious, 
but I’m assimilating US culture, and that’s what 
they eat) and head inside.

Day 7 at Georgetown University is off to a  
good start. 

I’m here at the impressive sounding Centre of 
Australian, New Zealand and Pacific Studies,  
in the School of Foreign Service at Georgetown 
University in Washington DC, on an even more 
impressive sounding Fulbright Visiting Scholar 
Award. Basically, the US State Department is 
funding me to spend 5 months here, researching 
and teaching, and generally getting an 
understanding of US culture (hence, the poptart).

Chipmunk thieves apart, DC is everything its 
hyped up to be. It’s a city of ideas. There are 
always debates, protests or events happening, and 
you can join debates simply by grabbing a seat in 
Dupont Circle and having a coffee or coke in hand. 

Georgetown University itself is simply stunning. 
The architecture is beautiful. The libraries are 
full of books, great seating, and have those 
old-fashioned sliding ladders to get books from 
the top shelves. History is everywhere- there’s a 
crumbling step where 18 presidents have stood 
to give speeches, the hands of the clock-tower 
have been blessed by the pope, the school colours 
reflect Georgetown’s involvement in both sides 
of the civil war, and the school sporting chant of 
‘hoya saxa’ is a mix of ancient greek and latin, 
referring to something long since forgotten.

Classes start next week, and I’m teaching 
comparative medical law. I can’t wait. The 
students are bright (only 16% of applicants to 
Georgetown are accepted), used to debate (there’s 
an 11:1 student:professor ratio) and they take 
their studies seriously (the School of Foreign 
Service requires students to be fluent in a second 
language before graduation, and I’ve already 
overheard students playing soccer and insulting 
each other in French for practice). A week into my 
Fulbright experience, and it’s been everything I 
hoped. The next 5 months are going to be great. 
Now, I just need to learn the Georgetown Fight 
Song before attending my first football game after 
lunch at The Tombs.

Debbie Wilson
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Ursula Cheer shares a 
Fellowship experience in 
Cambridge (and Oz)

Impressions of Cambridge  
March-May 2014.
Cobblestones.

Bike's locked to the railing in front of the signs 
saying: Bikes locked to this railing will be 
removed.

Everyone wearing black except me.

It's hailing gently.

Polite blokes selling 'the Big Issue'.

The young man in the pastie shop says my 
accent is unmistakable and asks me if I am from 
Adelaide.

The Harry Potter spell laid by the Master of Trinity 
before dinner that I assume is Grace in Latin.

It's hailing again. 

Men begging on the pavement outside 
Sainsbury's with very large dogs for company.

Jason the plumber singing in the kitchen as he 
swaps the tops on the taps.

Huge swans sleeping on the banks of the river by 
Jesus Common.

George the IT man fixes the computer but cannot 
explain how – some things are the same the  
world over.

Everyone watching the football in the pubs on 
Saturday night.

Found myself wearing black today.

Spring flowers in the market.

Andrew Marr on the BBC seems to have got over 
his stroke.

Bakewell tarts in the market at the stall next to 
the Pie and Cheese man.

That looks a bit like hail out the window just now.

Steve the maintenance man shouting into his 
phone as he mends the telly, and moaning about 
the 'wevver'.

The man begging outside M & S has a large dog 
made of sand beside him. There is a bone too.

Acres and acres of abandoned bikes - the students 
are on holiday.

'Mock the Week' and 'Have I Got News for You' on 
the telly.

Wearing the Rutherford special gown at dinner in 
college - its black, naturally.

The young man in the pastie shop tells me his 
husband is Canadian and has been mistaken for 
an Australian.

Massive canal boats with gardens, wood piles and 
solar panels on their roofs.

Steve the maintenance man delivers the smallest 
desk I have ever seen, which, with the support of 
four telephone books, I use to make my fold out 
dining room table into a designer office.

The rumblings of the heating system at night.

Sainsbury's chicken korma and rice.

Bill's, across the lane from the flat, has the largest 

menu I have ever seen, half-hearted vegetarian 
occasionally lapsing into meat.

Endlessly being plied with wine and sherry at 
dinner in college.

 
Apparently as the Rutherford Scholar I should 
have all the same facilities as a Visiting Fellow 
Commoner, thank goodness.

Found a shop selling mock bowler hats today –  
I'm rather tempted.

It hailed when I was out walking on Parker's Piece 
this evening.

Long uninterrupted writing hours at my desk – 
bliss.

Booked for a show in London - I think it is at the 
Savoy, where the roof fell in recently.

Porters moving in pairs about Trinity College 
grounds, looking very like the Thompson Twins.

The sun came out yesterday - I was shocked.  
Later it hailed.

The Wren library at Trinity, with Rutherford's 
original notebook of his accounts and Swift's first 
draft of Gulliver's Travels, not done on computer, 
strangely enough.

Churches very well patronised and busy.

Small packets of condoms in bizarre individual 
secure containers in Sainsbury's, because the 
students steal them.

Fascinating programme on the telly called 

Travel Reports (cont'd)

Cloud near Grantchester

Academic life is a hard grind... the editor takes  
a few moments to relax in Trinity Fellows Garden, 
Cambridge
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'Wanted Down Under' which followed a Welsh 
woman and her mum to NZ for a week to see 
if they wanted to move there. They only looked 
at Auckland and found houses and groceries 
cost much more than they thought but that 
salaries would be higher if they got a job. They 
also discovered we have line-dancing in NZ. We 
left them planning to come over in 18 months 
- by then they won't be able to afford any kind 
of house at all. I felt like ringing them up and 
screaming 'No, no, think again!’

Not doing any housework and very little cooking - 
quite enjoying going to the dogs in a solitary kind 
of way.

Skyping the family and getting into arguments 
from the other side of the world. Missing the 
family like mad.

The young man busking all day on Saturday, who 
didn’t want any money, he just wanted to sing.

Michaelhouse Church, opposite Trinity – a church 
‘conversion’, where there is a café (vegetarian) 
and art gallery, and while you eat, you can look 
into the chapel through the glass doors and 
see a service going on where the vicar is using 
PowerPoint! Tom Hollander in ‘Rev’ take note. 

Kayaking up the river to Grantchester takes two 
hours – don’t forget not to grab the nettles on the 
bank. Chased by a swan.

Pasty lads playing touch on Parker’s Piece (that 
sounds a bit suggestive!)

Buskers with harps.

The market changing its layout every day, as 
the casuals come in and take whatever stall is 
available. Saturday is the craft market.   

First warm day. Everyone strips off and has picnics 
all over the place. On the river, punts pile up and 
crash into each other. 

Three young porters from Kings, with purple 
bands on their bowlers, walking down the street 
looking for all the world like Alex’s Droogs from  
‘A Clockwork Orange’.

Hundreds of deck chairs on the grass at the 
Orchard in Grantchester.

The church in Grantchester surrounded by huge 
standing lights as they film a new tv series 
called ‘Grantchester’ about a vicar who is also a 
detective. I googled and found this: Set in 1953 in 
the real hamlet of Grantchester in Cambridgeshire, 
the series focuses on the life of vicar Sidney 
Chambers, who teams up with Police Inspector 
Geordie Keating to investigate the suspicious death 
of one of his parishioners. Sidney is described as  
"a tall and handsome man with a love of warm beer 
and hot jazz" who is "self-effacing, great company 
and a true romantic", while his cop partner is "a 
man two inches shorter than he'd like to be, with 
scuffed shoes and hair not as familiar with a comb 
as it should be". James Norton (who he?) plays 

the role of Sidney Chambers and Robson Green 
joins him as plain speaking, over-worked Police 
Inspector Geordie Keating. Ho, hum…

Taking gargoyles for granted.

Massive chimneys everywhere.

Dinners and lunches at Emmanuel and Trinity 
colleges with guests. Journalists Martin van 
Beynen and Mike White are here on a media 
fellowship. Passed up the opportunity to take 
some snuff.

Trying to carry on an intelligent conversation after 
dinner at Emmanuel with a very large Stinking 
Bishop at my elbow. [editor’s note: this is not a 
religious allusion; Stinking Bishop is a Gloucester 
cheese made from the milk of a local, almost 
extinct, breed of cattle – its distinctive odour 
derives from the Stinking Bishop pear, used in its 
maturation.]

[Brief Interruption with impressions of 
Melbourne while attending Workshop 
for a week in the middle of the 
Cambridge Fellowship:
Young Asian man on the tram (loudly): ‘I don’t like 
white people’. Gave him the evil eye. 

Bloody marvellous Anzac parade.

Got lost in Melbourne Central mall and could not 
find a way out. Actual panic, very surreal.

Pasta and pizza on just about every menu.

Visit by Prince George and his mum and dad 
completely destroyed the Australian Republican 
movement.]

Back to the UK:
The BBC had more complaints than ever before 
about its latest drama, an adaption of ‘Jamaica 
Inn’. Not for sex or swearing – for mumbling! 
No one could understand what the actors were 
saying!

Politicians here really worried that Nigel Farage 
and his UKIP anti-immigration party will do very 
well in the European elections. (And they did).

Final dinners, final farewells to Professor  
Robin Carrell, who looked after me so well and to 
Professor Roger Paulin, a new friend, both Kiwi 
Fellows at Trinity who still maintain strong links 
with New Zealand. Canterbury University is very 
lucky to have such friends and such opportunities 
at Cambridge. Thank you to everyone who 
assisted me in this excellent Fellowship and 
Scholarship! 

Ursula Cheer

Swanston Street, Melbourne

Farewell to Robin Carrell and Trinity
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John Hopkins reports on being lost  
in Europe…
In the first half of 2014, I was lucky enough to 
spend 6 months on sabbatical in the heart of 
Europe. Our first stop was Budapest, and the 
Central European University where I had been 
appointed the MUNDUS-MAPP visiting Professor 
in the Department of Public Policy. The University, 
which teaches only at the Post-Graduate level and 
entirely in English, is funded by an Endowment 
provided by George Soros. It is an incredible 
institution, registered as a University in both the 
United States and Hungary and dedicated to the 
Open Society ideals of Karl Popper (who lectured 
the young George). The link between Canterbury 
and Popper was certainly a useful conversation 
starter during my time there. The mix of bright 
students from across the world (including at 
least one Kiwi!) led to a vibrant and challenging 
academic environment, the like of which I have 
never before experienced.

Budapest itself is an incredible place, full of faded 
grandeur and past glories largely from its brief 
period as the second city of the Austro-Hungarian 
Empire. As we were there during the winter 
months, skating and hot baths were a constant 
theme and there was something quite magical 
about the Danube in winter. But Budapest has 
a darker side and one that we did not truly 
understand until we lived there. From the razing 
of the city during the brutal battle for Budapest 
(much of modern Budapest is reconstructed) to 
the monument to the Jewish people murdered 
on the banks of the Danube during the last days 
of the battle of Budapest, the past was never far 
away. The fact that Hungary has a government 
which seems to care little for civil liberties and has 
attempted to gloss over Hungary’s role in those 
dark days was a constant and troubling backdrop 
to our stay. It was nevertheless a delightful place 
and we wish the Magyars well in dealing with 
their troubled country.

From the hustle and bustle of Budapest, we next 
travelled to the sleepy coast of Slovenia (via the 
Austrian mountains) where the contrast could 
hardly have been greater. As the KEENZ visiting 
Scholar to the University of Primorska I spent 
six months working in Koper/Capodistria on the 
Adriatic coast. This small bi-lingual city has a 
Venetian past, like all the old towns on this coast 
and at its heart, the old Venetian fortress city 
has remained largely intact. Living in the small 

Venetian fishing village of Izola/Isola, along the 
coast was a privilege we will never forget. The 
children enjoyed wandering the car free streets to 
the tiny beach (with only 32km of coast Slovenia is 
keen to make the most of every scrap of shingle) 
while everyone enjoyed the local gelato (1 Euro!).

The region of Istria is unusual for its bi-cultural 
status. Being formerly part of the Venetian empire 
it retains an Italian ambience and a small Italian 
community still lives here. The Community, 
which enjoys political autonomy in cultural and 
educational matters, was much larger until the 
post-war period when most Italian speakers 
fled, fearing Slovene and Yugoslav retribution 
for the brutality of Italian rule under the fascists. 
The Slovene treatment of this minority (around 
2,000-3,000 people) is viewed by the international 
communtiy as an exemplar of bi-cultural 
governance. In addition to the autonomy enjoyed 
by the local Italians (actually Venetians speaking a 
Veneto), the Community is guaranteed an MP and 
all town councils have Italian speaking mayors or 
deputies.

The bi-cultural nature of the Istrian region extends 
to the University which teaches in both Slovene 
and Italian although many classes are also 
taught in English. The prevalence of English was 
astonishing – to the extent that my classes were 
given in English and the local Professor saw no 
problem with this as he expected his students to 
speak it. Despite the idyllic situation of Slovenian 
Istria, their mountain cousins in Ljubliana did not 
hold a universally high opinion of their coastal 
cousins. In quiet moments, other Slovenes were 
heard to mutter that the Istrians were too laid 
back and lazy. Myself, I rather liked the chilled 
out attitude of the Istrians and had a degree of 
sympathy for one of my temporary colleagues. 
When I asked about Ljubliana – he said it was a 

nice place but not really Slovenia. They were really 
Austrians – obsessed by the clock!  

And so after three months staying in our idyllic 
former outpost of the Venetian empire with its 
rooftop balcony looking over the Adriatic (and its 
weekly ferry to Venice!) we bid farewell to our little 
slice of paradise and took the slow way, taking the 
train across Europe to Scotland to visit family and 
then home. Central Europe may have its problems 
but its amazing diversity of cultures, languages 
and states, all held together by a blue flag with 
some golden stars, is a joy to behold. Long live 
the EU!

John Hopkins

Travel Reports (cont'd)
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This year proved to be yet another 
successful year for competitions 
within the Law School. 

The four competitions – client interviewing, 
witness examination, negotiation and mooting – 
ran more or less concurrently over Terms 1,  
2 and 3. An impressively large cohort of students 
was involved, with a number of students entering 
more than one competition which is always great 
to see. 

The Lawsoc Competitions Officers worked in 
collaboration with Henry Holderness (in-coming 
Master of Moots) and Simon Dorset (out-going 
Master of Moots) in order to deliver smooth 
running competitions with experienced judges 
from both the local legal profession and the 
Faculty. Lawsoc would like to take the opportunity 
to acknowledge the help both Henry and Simon 
offered during the course of the competitions, 
as well as all the students who volunteered their 
time to be witnesses and clerks, and to help set 
up rooms for the competitions. We also thank all 
the judges who willingly volunteered their time to 
be involved. Further, we would like to congratulate 
not only the winners of each competition, but 
also the competitors as a whole. The level of 
competition was excellent this year and all the 
students put in a high calibre of effort. 

Winners
The 2014 winners were as follows:

Ashleigh Ooi – Judges’ Cup for Best Mooter  
in the School of Law / Bell Gully Open  
Mooting Competition

George Mander – Law Faculty Trophy for  
Junior Mooting 

George Mander – The Richard Scragg Blue Cup 
awarded for best first-time Mooter

Robert Cooper and Billy Clemens – Buddle Findlay 
Negotiation Competition

Tom O’Brien – Minter Ellison Witness Examination 
Competition

Rosie Kos and James Lester – Russell McVeagh 
Client Interviewing Competition

Client Interviewing
The Russell McVeagh Client Interviewing was the 
first of four competitions to run this year with the 
maximum capacity of 16 teams reached within a 
few hours of the competition opening. This year 
we saw a number of younger students entering 
who were eager to be involved with competitions 
which was fantastic. The judges were highly 
impressed with the skills shown across the board. 
Rosie Kos and James Lester prevailed with an 
extremely polished performance in the final and 
formed the UC team for further national and 
international Client Interviewing competitions. 

Negotiation
The Buddle Findlay Negotiation competition was 
held over two nights in late May. An intensive 
preliminary round which involved two stages 
saw only half the teams making it through to 
the second stage of prelims. The semi-final and 
final were also held on the same night at Buddle 
Findlay’s new offices in Peterborough Street. 
Although the competition and preparation was 
mentally challenging, the participants held high 
spirits and showed impeccable knowledge and 
skills right through to the end. Well done to 
Robert Cooper and Billy Clemens who took out 
the final with a first rate performance and formed 
the UC Law School team for further national and 
international Negotiation competitions. 

Witness Examination
We were proud to bring the Minter Ellison Witness 
Examination competition final back to the 
Law School Moot Court this year, adding to its 
sophistication and formality. Our panels of judges 
across the competition were experienced in the 

Competitions 2014

area of litigation and commented several times 
on the impressive skills and understanding in the 
area shown by the participants. The final this year 
was successful with both participants displaying 
high aptitude. Tom O’Brien prevailed with a highly 
professional performance. Tom was UC Law’s 
2014 representative for the further national and 
international Witness Examination competitions. 

Mooting
It was great to be back in the Business and Law 
Building this year. It meant both the semi-finals 
and the final of the Bell Gully Open Mooting 
competition were able to be held in the Moot 
Court, which is the natural environment for this 
competition. Following the preliminary rounds 
in early April, a decision was made to hold three 
semi-finals since there were at least 12 mooters 
who performed well enough in the prelims to 
deserve a further opportunity to impress the 
competition judges. Following the semis, the four 
mooters selected for the final were Blake Carey, 
Sean Maskill, Ashleigh Ooi and Duncan Ballinger. 
Anyone involved with mooting at Canterbury 
will know that this was an extremely impressive 
line-up of mooters and we did not envy the task 
of the four esteemed jurists who were called upon 
to judge the final. Those judges were Associate 
Judge Matthews of the High Court, Colin Eason 
(President of the Canterbury-Westland branch of 
the New Zealand Law Society), Simon Ladd (senior 
litigation partner at Bell Gully) and the Dean of 
Law, Associate Professor Chris Gallavin. On behalf 
of the Faculty and the Law School, we extend a 
great vote of thanks to the four judges in the final, 
who gave up their time voluntarily and brought 
considerable legal acumen and experience to  
the event. 

Winner of the Junior Moot, George Mander, holds the cup. To his right are judges Chris McVeigh QC, Judge Emma Smith, 
and runner-up, Robbie Morrison.



After nearly an hour and a half of closely-contested 
argument, the judges decided that Ashleigh Ooi 
was the best mooter, with Duncan Ballinger being 
placed a close second. Ashleigh and Duncan 
formed the UC mooting team for further national 
and international mooting competitions.

The Junior Mooting final was held early in  
Term 3. Junior Mooting is for mooters in their 
first year of full-time legal study (ie, second 
year students). This year the finalists were John 
Whitcombe, Nasif Azam, George Mander and 
Robbie Morrison. The bench was made up of Judge 
Emma Smith of the Family Court in Christchurch 
and Chris McVeigh QC. George Mander was 
adjudged the winner, with Robbie Morrison the 
runner-up. George and Robbie form the UC Junior 
Mooting team. During feedback after the final,  
Mr McVeigh, who has judged many moots at UC 
over the years, said he thought the quality of 
mooting on display in the 2014 Junior final was 
quite remarkable. 

As Master of Moots, I would like to thank Charlie 
Haines and AJ Ekmescic for their tireless efforts as 
the Lawsoc competitions officers this year. They 
have organized four excellent competitions and 
should be very proud of their efforts. Thanks also to 
Tom Scott for his efforts on several occasions  
as a court clerk and to Jacob Nutt for his support as 
President of Lawsoc. 

I would also like to pass on our thanks and 
appreciation to all those who judged the various 
preliminary and semi-final moots this year, in no 
particular order: Arpana Raj (Raymond Donnelly), 
Kathy Bell (Raymond Donnelly), Jai Moss (Barrister), 
Glen Ryan (White Fox & Jones), Dale Lester 
(Barrister), Jane Costigan (Disputes Tribunal), Pru 
Steven QC, Phil Shamy (Barrister), Ayleath Foote 
(Duncan Cotterill), Shonagh Burnhill (Tavendale and 
Partners), Grant Tyrrell (Weston Ward & Lascelles), 
Ben France-Hudson (Faculty), Natalie Baird (Faculty), 
John Caldwell (Faculty), Liz Toomey (Faculty), and 
(last but not least) Ben Walker (Duncan Cotterill). 

ALSA 
All the UC teams (with the exception of Junior 
Mooting) went on to represent the University 
of Canterbury at the Australasian Law Schools 
Association (ALSA) Conference, which was held 
in Brisbane this year. The teams competing in 
client interviewing and witness examination all 
broke through to their respective quarter finals 
whilst competing against other New Zealand and 
Australian law school teams.

Aj Ekmescic, Charlie Haines and Henry Holderness 

Prizes
Congratulations to Anna Whalan, who was 
awarded the 2013 Gold Medal in Law and to 
Andrew Pullar and Shane Campbell who were 
each awarded a University Prize for Law. The 
Canterbury Law Review Prize for best honours 
research paper went to Annabel Linterman for 
her paper  
“Apples for Oranges? Biodiversity Offsetting in 
New Zealand”. 

The Thomson Reuters Prize in Legal System 
was awarded jointly to Catherine Harlow and 
Brianna Walley, the Duncan Cotterill Award 
in Law was awarded to Margot Gibson and 
Rosalind Kos jointly, and the Macarthur Prize in 
Law was awarded to Duncan Ballinger.

Other prizes awarded for 2013 were: the 
Anderson Lloyd Prize in Contract to Timothy 
Bain; the Raymond Donnelly Prize in Criminal 
Law to Rosalind Kos; the Wynn Williams & 
Co Prize in Torts to Thomas Scott; and the 
Anderson Lloyd Prize in Land Law was shared 
by Ellen McClay and Rachael Gresson. The Ross 
and Valerie Penlington Prize in Public Law was 
awarded to Timothy Bremner.  
The Duncan Cotterill Prize in Equity and 
Succession was won by Graeme Randle and 
the Wynn Williams & Co Prize in Resource 
Management Law by Alison Chamberlain.

The Gerald Orchard Prize in Evidence was 
awarded to Julia White, the Iain Johnston 
Memorial Prize in Family Law was awarded 
jointly to Alexander Summerlee and Shane 
Campbell and the Ewart Hay Prize in Public 
International Law to Samuel Rea. The CCH 
New Zealand Prize in Taxation was awarded to 
Shane Campbell. The Russell McVeagh Award 
for Excellence in Intellectual Property and the 
Raymond Donnelly Prize in Criminal Justice were 
both awarded to Thomas O’Brien, and the 2013 
Joseph Yates Prize in Trial Advocacy was won by 
Timothy Daley.

In 2012 the University agreed to establish a 
John Burrows Prize in Media Law to reflect the 
significant original contribution made by 
Professor Burrows to the teaching of media 
law in this country The prize will be awarded 
annually and the first awards were made earlier 
this year to Jennifer Sangaroonthong and 
Richard Jordan jointly for 2012 and to Philippa 
Moran for 2013.

Canterbury Law Scholarships 
and Bursaries
The purpose of these scholarships and bursaries 
is to recognise and reward academic excellence, 
all round ability and potential for students leaving 
school and commencing full-time study for the 
LLB degree or LLB double degree at University of 
Canterbury in the next academic year. 

Canterbury Law Scholarships were awarded to the 
following students beginning their studies in 
2014: Erin Crowther (Avonside Girls' High School), 
Phoebe Nowell-Usticke (Wanganui Collegiate 
School), Kira Oldfield (St Margaret's College) and 
Kaitlyn White (St Margaret's College)

Canterbury Law Bursaries were awarded to:. 
Jacqueline Rooke (Waimea College), Carrie 
Sweetapple (Taradale High School), Adelaide 
McCluskey (Rathkeale/St Matthew's Senior 
College), Lauren Boot (Christchurch Girls' High 
School), Emma Pairman (Cashmere High School), 
Chanelle Smith (Mountainview High School), 
Georgina Hyde (John Paul College), Diana Youssif 
(Riccarton High School), Lauren Smart (Burnside 
High School), Lewis Gibson (St Andrew's College), 
Liam Conaghan (St Andrew's College), Tayla Wood 
(Rangi Ruru Girls' School) and Juliet Bruce (Rangi 
Ruru Girls' School)

Prizes and ScholarshipsCompetitions 
(cont'd)
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Third Parties

Law Library
The organisational structure of the library 
changed once again in 2014 and the library is now 
one team headed up by a new University Librarian, 
Anne Scott. 

Sue Johnston
At the end of 2013 
Sue Johnston retired 
after twenty-nine 
years working at 
the University of 
Canterbury. Alumni 
will remember her 
for the nine years she 
spent working in the 
Law Library as well 

as the many classes she helped to teach. I was 
appointed to be her replacement in April 2014 and 
since then have been on a steep learning curve. 
Thankfully everyone has been amazingly patient 
as I grapple with the intricacies of legal resources 
and where to find them all. 

Theresa Buller and Sara Roberts
We have had a busy year so far. With the help of 
our Business Liaison Librarian colleagues, Sara 
had a busy first semester teaching legal research 
skills classes as well as teaching into the LAWS110 
and LAWS410 classes. For the first time this year 
we have set and marked an assignment for the 
LAWS110 class, we enjoyed this opportunity to 
see the positive effect our teaching has had on 
student’s ability to use the library and  
its resources. 

We remain on the fifth floor with our other Liaison 
Librarian colleagues but work hard to ensure that 
Law students and faculty know we are available to 
help via drop-in consultations or appointments at 
any time of the day. We also help to staff the ‘Help 
Zone’ in the Central Library during the academic 
year and are available to answer online ‘AskLive’ 
questions any time we are sitting at our desks. 

Our goal is to equip students to find the resources 
they need to succeed in their assignments and 
also give them the information literacy skills they 
will need to be successful once they leave UC. 
We hope that our teaching and accessibility to 
students helps to achieve this. 

The new Law spaces on Levels 6 and 7 of  
Puaka-James Hight. 

Theresa Buller
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IPLS

Profs - the next step in your  
legal journey

Introducing the IPLS Christchurch Profs 
mentors
Regardless of whether they are working 
with an onsite or online group, Institute of 
Professional Legal Studies (IPLS) instructors 
operate as mentors, facilitating trainee learning, 
encouraging them to develop their new skills, 
to take responsibility for their actions and ‘own’ 
their personal goals rather than applying a more 
prescriptive ‘teaching’ approach. 

Trainees value this approach and frequently 
comment favourably about IPLS instructors 
who share experiences, encourage a supportive 
environment and assist with the setting and 
attaining of realistic, achievable and measurable 
goals.

IPLS Christchurch instructors are:

Louise Taylor has an LLB and BA (psychology) from 
Canterbury University and an LLM from Otago 
University. Louise has worked in both private and 
public practice and has taught various aspects of 
law for the past 18 years. In addition to teaching, 
Louise keeps up to date with legal practice 
through her ongoing work for Community Law 
Canterbury.

Jane Costigan has practised in civil litigation 
for over 10 years in Christchurch with both 
Chapman Tripp and a local Christchurch firm. 
She has a broad range of litigation experience 
and has appeared in many Courts and Tribunals 
throughout New Zealand. She was appointed a 
Referee of the Disputes Tribunal in November 2011 
and combines this with instructing for IPLS.

Anne Toohey has a strong background in both 
criminal and civil litigation, appearing in all 
courts in high profile and challenging cases.  
Most recently she worked as a Crown prosecutor, 
as Crown Counsel acting in appellate and 
international law jurisdictions and for private 
clients in civil and employment litigation. Anne 
has also been an advocacy skills instructor for 
the New Zealand Police Prosecution Service since 
2007.

Bridget Thomas graduated from Canterbury 
University with a law degree and a BA in history 
and psychology. She has practised law in a wide 
range of areas at Lane Neave in Christchurch and 
Tripp Rolleston &Co in Timaru. More recently she 
has enjoyed working at Canterbury University, 
tutoring legal system and contract law and doing 
some part time lecturing.

Supporting the law student community
Throughout 2014 IPLS continued its commitment 
to supporting the law student community with 
the provision of sponsorships for Lawsoc, Law for 
Change and Te Putairiki activities. IPLS also hosted 
a successful networking event which brought 
together representatives from Christchurch’s 
legal community in a professional ‘speed dating’ 
format. This enabled students to spend time with 
each participant discovering more about the 
diverse areas to which  their Canterbury University 
law degree can take them.

Upcoming courses
IPLS very popular summer school offerings include 
two 19 week courses: December 1 to April 10 and 
January 26 – May 29 and two 13 week courses: 
November 24 – March 6 and January 5 – April 2.

The summer courses not only benefit law 
students wishing to be admitted to the Bar as 
quickly as possible, they also benefit employers, 
as graduates are able to undertake much of their 
course during the traditionally slow holiday period 
as well as apply for admission to the High Court 
just 13 weeks after completing their degree.

The summer courses have been carefully 
structured to ensure they comply with StudyLink 
regulations allowing students to apply for the 
relevant loans. The course timing and structure 
also enables students to undertake online study 
during the festive season.

For more information and current calendars visit 
www.ipls.org.nz

College of Law 

Completing your Profs
Congratulations new graduates! As law graduates 
contemplating the next step in your post-
graduate legal careers, you will be aware that 
undertaking Professional Legal Studies is a pre-
requisite to being admitted as a barrister and 
solicitor of the High Court of New Zealand. 

The College of Law has been delivering Profs since 
2004 and are the market leaders dedicated to 
assisting you in your professional development 
both before and after admission. We are the 
choice of many established firms in  
New Zealand for Profs and we have an increasingly 
large number of self and/or Studylink funded 
students enrolling. Our Profs course is designed 
to enable our students to develop the necessary 
professional skills for their futures in the legal 
professional environment, irrespective of what 
shape or size that will take. 

The College of Law New Zealand is part of the 
College of Law Group based in Australia. The 
Group continues to be the largest provider of 

practical legal training in Australia with offices 
throughout all of the territories. Your qualification 
from The College of Law is recognised in both 
Australia and New Zealand giving you the 
freedom to practice in both countries. 

In the College of Law’s Profs, you will learn 
practical legal skills in the context of the types 
of legal transactions commonly dealt with 
by a newly admitted lawyer. Our Profs course 
comprises two modules:  Module A covering Legal 
Practice; and Module B covering Civil Litigation 
and Professional Responsibility. In both modules 
the course is delivered through a combination of 
online and onsite components allowing learning 
flexibility. Onsite you will be in small groups with 
other students and will be led by an experienced 
tutor (suggest you replace all with ‘instructor’). 
Our friendly tutors are a helpful resource in 
helping you understand the role you will be 
undertaking in your future profession. Our online 
component provides you with access to a tutor 
and to a wide range of resources to assist your 
learning. Our course progresses with continuous 
feedback to ensure your skills are evolving to the 
best possible standard. Many of our tutors are 
experienced lawyers themselves who can offer 
you guidance and assistance throughout the 
duration of the course. 

At the College we have an all-inclusive course fee 
that provides you with all the materials necessary 
to complete your Profs. As part of this fee you will 
be provided with a set of the College’s 10 volume 
Practice Papers. These papers are an invaluable 
asset to have as you embark on your legal career 
and are split into 10 user friendly A4 volumes 
allowing students to use only the relevant volume 
for onsite and online study. The College is also 
launching e-book versions of the Practice Papers. 

Reviewed on an on-going basis, the e-books are 
updated by our team of Practice Area Specialists 
to ensure relevance and timeliness.  The College 
has appointed eminent practitioners to these 
roles. These senior practitioners are responsible 

Third Parties (cont'd)

Liora Bercovitch, George Talboys and Sam Devlin at  
graduation, 2014.
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for the on-going review of the College’s course 
material, both online and hard copy. Whenever 
you access the papers you can be sure that you 
are seeing the most up-to-date course content.    

In addition, you will also have an elective course 
option (Corporate or Private Client) that you can 
choose based on the type of client for whom you 
contemplate working, helping you tailor your 
training to suit your future clients’ needs. 

The College of Law offers more course and intakes 
than any other provider in New Zealand. We offer 
four course options: the standard 18 week online/
onsite course and the segmented online/onsite 
course are available in the five main centres 
throughout New Zealand; the weekend course 
and the evening course are only available in 
Auckland and Wellington. Students can choose to 
undertake any online programme, irrespective of 
their location.  More onsite options are available 
in Auckland and Wellington due to the larger 
enrolment numbers, with a smaller number being 
offered each year in Christchurch, Dunedin and 
Hamilton. However, we are always happy to offer 
more courses in these centres should sufficient 
demand arise.

The College continues to acknowledge the 
achievement of its students and evolve its Profs 
Course to meet the needs of the ever changing 
legal profession. February saw the annual College 
of Law Top Student Awards: an opportunity for 
all participating to celebrate the outstanding 
achievements of the past year’s students. Our 
students now have a wider choice of course 
start dates, and increased flexibility by being 
able to choose modular course options to suit.  
The modules of our courses are interchangeable 
between courses, so that course timetables can  
be created to suit your individual needs.   
This maximises your choice as to when, where 
and how you complete your course requirements.  
Flexibility is a key component to our Profs, 
ensuring that you can complete the course 
whilst still continuing employment and other 
commitments. So, whether you intend to remain 
in Christchurch following the completion of your 
degree, or are looking for a change of pace, the 
College of Law has a course to offer you. Visit our 
website www.collaw.ac.nz or give the College a 
call for full information about our courses and 
course dates to find the best way to satisfy your 
Profs and enhance your professional legal skills. 

Marcus Martin 
Executive Director, College of Law New Zealand 
mmartin@collaw.ac.nz 
DDI: 09 300 1799 or 0800 894 172

Te Putairiki
Kia ora, my name is Hannah 
Reuben and this year I have 
been the Tumuaki(President) 
of Te Pūtairiki! I am from Kāi 
Tahu and grew up around 
Christchurch, and this year 
is my 5th and final (YAY) year 
at university doing an LLB/

BA. The rest of our executive are; Rachel Robilliard 
(Vice-President), Liam Grant (Treasurer), Karel 
Doorman (Secretary), Melanie Russell (Academic 
Officer), Buster Thompson (Social Officer), Jean 
Tipa (Communications Officer), and Nathan De 
Lautour (Fundraising Officer). 

We are happy to now be settled in to our new 
room in the Law School and have the library set 
up, a couch, microwave and study space for our 
members to use.  We are Room 106a which is the 
first on your left as you enter the Clubs area.

This newsletter shows some of the events we’ve 
had over the past year! We also had Justice 
Christian Whata coming to speak at our seminar 
series, our End of Year Dinner, and a strong 
delegation attending Te Hunga Roia Hui a Tau 
(National Māori Lawyers Conference) in Tauranga, 
in the beginning of September.  

Hannah

Kia ora e te whānau o Te Kura o Ture!!
This is a little bit of what we have been up to  
this year!

On Tuesday 22nd of July we hosted a successful 
fundraising dinner at Winnie Bagoes in the City. 
We have also had a successful quiz night this year 
as well. These fundraisers were held to help raise 
money for our delegation to attend Te Hunga Roia 
in Tauranga from the 3rd-7th of September, and 
also for other events. 

Justice Joe Williams was our first seminar series 
speaker this year in late July, in conjunction with 
the Ngāi Tahu Research Centre and the University 
of Canterbury Law School. This was an awesome 
event that had a good turn out to listen to a 
fantastic orator who talked to us about how you 
can make a difference as a practitioner of the law.  

The Māori Moot Competition was held over 
the 13th and 14th of August this year. We had 8 
competitors who all put in a great effort, and this 
year we had a joint first place, with Shane Rahui 
and Liam Stoneley taking away the Kahurangi 
Trophy. Liam will be representing the University 
of Canterbury at the upcoming National Māori 
Mooting Competition in Tauranga. 
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Scandalum

Comings and goings

New High Court Judge appointed
Christchurch lawyer Rachel Dunningham has 
been appointed a Judge of the High Court.

Prior to studying law, Rachel graduated BA(Hons) 
1st class in English from Massey University and 
was employed in various teaching roles within 
the education sector from 1982 to 1994, becoming 
Head of Junior English at Awatapu College in 
Palmerston North. Around this time she opted 
for a change of career and took up studying law, 
graduating with an LLB (Hons) 1st Class from the 
University of Canterbury in 1996 and becoming a 
solicitor at Buddle Findlay in Christchurch, where 
she was already employed as a law clerk. In 2005 
she became a partner of that firm.

Her main practice area was in local government 
and resource management law, commercial 
disputes and personal and estate litigation. 
She has particular expertise in water-related 
issues having acted for Rangitata Diversion Race 
Management and Central Plains Water in the 
context of Water Conservation Order hearings 
and large scale consent applications under the 
Resource Management Act.

At the time of her appointment, Judge 
Dunningham was President of the Canterbury-
Westland Branch of the New Zealand Law Society, 
and an appointee on a Standards Committee 
of the New Zealand Law Society. She was also 
a member of the New Zealand Law Society 
Legislation Committee and the Resource 
Management Law Association.

The new Judge is sitting in Christchurch and said 
on being congratulated by the Law School: “I do 
hope it the University takes some kudos from it.  
I feel like I had terrific legal education there.” 

New QCs
In June the Attorney-General, Christopher 
Finlayson, announced the appointment of a 
number of new Queen’s Counsel, including 
three Canterbury alumni. We offer our warmest 
congratulations to:

Matthew McClelland who graduated LLB (Hons) 
from Canterbury University. Matthew worked 
in various law firms from 1976 until 1981, when 
he joined the Attorney-General’s Chambers in 
Hong Kong as Crown Counsel mainly prosecuting 
criminal matters in the District and High Courts, 
and also appearing in the Court of Appeal.  
In 1987 he joined Kensington Swan as a partner 
and then joined Harbour Chambers as a Barrister 
Sole in 2003 working in the areas of professional 
discipline, health law, defamation/media and 
resource management.

Peter Whiteside graduated from the Canterbury 
law school in 1971 and worked for many years 
with Wynn Williams on a wide range of litigation, 
including several cases in the Privy Council. 
In March 2013 he joined the independent bar 
and has recently practised mostly in relation 
to earthquake claims as well as acting as 
an arbitrator and mediator. Peter’s areas of 
specialisation include company liquidations and 
receiverships, relationship property, real property 
disputes, as well as lawyers’ discipline issues.

Prudence Steven graduated LLB (Hons) from 
University of Canterbury in 1992. She worked 
in various law firms from 1993 and became a 
partner in Goodman Steven Tavendale Reid in 
early 2002. Prudence became a consultant to the 
firm in early 2008 before joining the independent 
bar in late 2008. She now specialises in resource 
management and local government law.

Retirement Best Wishes
Best wishes to Justice Graham Panckhurst 
who retired this year after 18 years as a judge. 
QCs, judges, lawyers and court staff, together 
with members of his family packed the No 1 
High Court at Christchurch to farewell a man 
described as "a pillar of the Christchurch legal 
establishment. Justice Panckhurst was admitted 
to the bar in 1970, appointed as Crown solicitor 
for Christchurch in 1985 and made a Justice of the 
High Court in 1996. 

Ministerial Appointment
Congratulations to Amy Adams on her 
appointment as both the Minister of Justice and 
Minister of Courts.

Amy graduated LLB (Hons) from the University 
of Canterbury in 1992 and was admitted to the 
Bar in 1993. She worked for Arthur Watson Savage 
in Invercargill before returning to Christchurch 
in 1994 to work for Malley & Co. In 1996 Amy 
worked with Duncan Cotterill before moving 
to Simon Mortlock & Partners in 2000 where 
she was appointed an associate in 2001 and a 
partner in 2004. Amy was an active member of 
the profession in Canterbury before entering 
Parliament in 2008.

Special Mention
Our best wishes and congratulations to 
Lianne Dalziel who has a new job as Mayor of 
Christchurch City.

Congratulations also to our alumni singled out 
for special mention in this year’s Chambers Asia 
Pacific Guide. John Strowger, of Chapman Tripp, 
was one of those who achieved Chambers’ 
“star” ranking, meaning an exceptional 
recommendation in their field. John’s special area 
of expertise is in corporate, contract and securities 
law and mergers & acquisitions.

Jeremy Johnson (of local firm Wynn Williams) 
was singled out for mention amongst the “up 
and comers”, and Jennifer Tunna (Chapman Tripp) 
and Glenn Shewan (Bell Gully) were earmarked as 
Associates to watch.

Relocations – where 
are they now?
Best wishes to Jared Holt who has been promoted 
to Senior Associate with the Wellington Office of 
Kensington Swan, and to Seamus Woods, who has 
been appointed to the Council of Legal Education 
for a 3 year term.

Other changes and new appointments of which we 
have become aware include…

George Talboys is now a Solicitor at Anderson 
Lloyd.

Cara des Landes is a Legal Assistant at Labour 
Group, Ministry of Business, Innovation & 
Employment.

Joy Liddicoat has a new job as VicePresident of 
InternetNZ. 

Sam Devlin is a Solicitor at Russell McVeagh

Steve Jukes has joined Pathway Charitable Group 

David Marriott is now Special Counsel at Davidson 
Legal

Jeremy Bell-Connell is a Solicitor at Wynn Williams

Jason Cooper has a new job. as a Solicitor with 
Corporate Legal at Inland Revenue.

Amy Adams

Changed your job? 
Been promoted? 
Keep us informed…
We like to keep alumni informed about 
the present whereabouts and employment 
changes of friends and colleagues from their 
student days. Please feel free to email the 
editor (ursula.cheer@canterbury.ac.nz) with 
your name, graduation year, and details for 
inclusion in the next issue.
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Philippa Fee is having a work anniversary 
celebrating 30 years this July at Jones Fee.

Rachel Hayward is now Deputy Secretary to the 
Cabinet.

Stephanie Melbourne is a Solicitor at James & 
Wells Intellectual Property

Alexandra Millen is now at Treasury Solicitor's 
Department

Gina Jansen is now practising at Gina Jansen 
Lawyers, Hamilton. 

Paul McGregor is Policy Advisor at the New 
Zealand Ministry of Justice. 

Nicholai Anderson is at the Department of  
Internal Affairs. 

Jono Boyce is a Senior Consultant (Tax) at Deloitte 
New Zealand. 

Emma Yule is a Solicitor with Willis Toomey 
Robinson Scannell Hardy. 

Simon Inder is a Law Clerk at Bell Gully 

Andrew Holland is a Tax Consultant with Deloitte 
New Zealand

Rachel Triplow (Dawson) is now General Counsel 
at Powerhouse Ventures Limited. 

John Goddard is Senior Independent Adviser at 
Residential Advisory Service

Tim Sissons is a Law Clerk at Hill Lee & Scott. 

Jonathan Darby has a new job as Law Clerk 
with the Disability Law Team at Community Law 
Canterbury. 

Erin Jackson is now THIMUN Director at UN Youth 
Aotearoa

Nick Robertson is a Solicitor with Harmans 
Lawyers

Trivial victory,  
but reputations restored
And finally, we are pleased to report that the Law 
School Team (aka The Ivory Towers) triumphed 
(yes, once again) in this year’s Vino Fino/Law 
Society Wine Options and Quiz. The successful 
team was Ursula Cheer, Ruperte Dobson, Jeremy 
Finn, Cynthia Hawes, Henry Holderness and  
Simon Dorset.

The competition consisted of two parts. Part 
A contained general knowledge trivial pursuit 
style quiz questions and Part B was a series of 
wine tastings with associated questions. Part A 
was weighted 2:1 against Part B but attempting 
all questions was strongly recommended and 
enthusiastically undertaken.   

The Quizmaster, His Honour Judge Neave, 
commented that the Ivory Towers win was  
“a return to the natural order of things” (we didn’t 
win last year) - and who are we to argue with the 

judge? The Vino Fino Silver Cup is now on display 
in the Law School’s trophy cabinet.

Obituaries

Sir Alan Douglas Holland  
(20 June 1929 – 3 June 2014)
Born in 1929, Sir Alan Holland’s days in the law — 
at law school, in practice and on the bench — were 
very different from those of more recent students. 
In March 1946, at the age of sixteen,  
Sir Alan started working as a law clerk for Sir Alec 
Haslam and also began his part-time study at 
Canterbury University College. Approximately half 
the law students were then ex-soldiers returned 
from World War II and there were no full-time or 
permanent lecturers. Learning the law was very 
much a professionally oriented, hands-on process 
and the fledgling Alan Holland was very much 
younger than most of his colleagues.

A few years ago, when researching the history 
of the Law School, Jeremy Finn wrote to Sir Alan 
soliciting reminiscences. Sir Alan noted in his 
reply that “the Law Faculty now is a very different 
body.” In his time the Law School “meant very 
little to me except as a necessary means of 
passing the required exams.” He was taught how 
to be a lawyer by some of the top practitioners 
in Christchurch. “I do not regret this” he wrote, 
adding, with a note of wry charm which he 
showed sometimes, ”I learned to devote myself 
to my work and no doubt became a much duller 
character than might have been the case.” 

Sir Alan graduated LLB and was admitted to the 
bar in 1951. In 1956, after working in England and 

Wellington, he accepted a position with what 
would later become the firm of Wynn Williams 
& Co. He quickly joined the ranks of the top 
practitioners in Christchurch and played his  
part in turn in educating a new generation of law 
students; he was appointed as tutor in the  
Law School in 1957 and later as a part-time lecturer  
in 1971-75. 

Sir Alan was regarded in legal circles as an old-
time lawyer, a man of clear views on the rights 
and wrongs of a situation, and one possessed of 
the strength of character and standards of ethics 
and behaviour to insist upon what he believed 
was right. He was an extremely hard-working and 
effective advocate, with a solid grasp of the law 
and good judgment. Colleagues in the profession, 
and those who appeared before him in his time 
on the bench, sometimes remarked on his 
brusqueness and confrontational nature, though 
he could usually be persuaded to a differing 
opinion where a sound supporting argument was 
advanced

After his elevation to the Supreme Court bench in 
1978 (soon afterwards renamed the High Court in 
the 1980 restructuring of the court system) he sat 
for several years in Auckland and Hamilton.  
After four years he returned to Christchurch where 
he effectively took administrative responsibility 
for most of the South Island bringing about a 
much improved dispatch of the High Court’s 
workload. As a judge he was noted for his sound 
legal mind and had a reputation for delivering 
well-reasoned judgments. Sir Alan also served 
occasionally on the bench of both the  
New Zealand and Fiji Courts of Appeal. He was 
made a knight bachelor on his retirement in 1995.

Mervyn James (“Sticky”) Glue 
(15 February 1926 — 27 May 2014)
It is said there is a bit of an actor in every lawyer. 
In Mervyn Glue there was a lot — in a rich 43 year 
career in the law and local theatre it made him 
one of Christchurch’s larger than life characters. A 
big part of the appeal of the law was its theatrical 
side, he once told The Press.

Mervyn began his career at Teachers’ College in 
1947, combining teacher training with university 
study. He graduated BA in 1951 and in 1954 joined 
the army as an educational officer. Although he 
spent several years as a secondary teacher (much 
of the time at Christchurch Boys’ High School) 
Mervyn was fascinated by the criminal law. He 
completed the professional requirements for 
practice over the next few years and started in 
legal practice in 1961. 

In the 1960s, when legal aid was much less readily 
available, Mervyn acted for many of those in need 
of representation in the criminal courts but who 
had no means and frequently never charged for 
his services. Mervyn had great empathy with 
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minor miscreants particularly and was reluctant 
to see them denied representation. Over the 
years of his practice he was also of great help 
to younger counsel and those starting their 
courtroom careers. Mervyn was always ready to 
offer assistance to colleagues and clients alike 
without question. 

Mervyn never gave up his enthusiasm for the 
theatre – he started as a student and appeared 
over the years in many of Ngaio Marsh’s 
productions. He was one of a core group of actors 
who regularly appeared in her Shakespearean 
productions playing both comedic and tragic 
parts such as Falstaff and Lear. When involved in 
a performance Mervyn often used his spare time 
in court while waiting to be called on to learn his 
lines. “The judge is not stupid, he knows what you 
are doing” his wife once told him. “Don’t be silly, 
my dear,” he replied, “I cover the script with  
my hand.”

His most memorable thespian performance, 
however, was probably in Greg McGee’s Foreskin’s 
Lament, where he appeared naked on stage, 
prompting a local judge to comment when 
Mervyn next appeared before him, "For a man 
with a lot to say, you had a very small part." 

When Mervyn retired from practice in 2006, 
his long-time friend and fellow thespian Judge 
Stephen Erber observed that “He wasn’t a lawyer 
who was tricky or underhanded, but what he said 
you could accept. He will be greatly missed.”

Farewell, Mervyn. The bard could well have had 
you in mind when he penned the words  
“Let me play the fool:  
With mirth and laughter let old wrinkles come,  
And let my liver rather heat with wine  
Than my heart cool with mortifying groans.”

Linda Mary Beck 1958 – 2014
The Law School notes the death on 9 January 2014 
of Dr Linda Beck after a short illness.

Many students experience difficulties or hardship 
at some point in their studies but for most it is 
thankfully short-term and soon left behind.  
For Linda Beck adversity was a way of life. 

Students around the Law School between 1996 
and 2010 will likely have encountered Linda Beck, 
and her guide dog Napier, while she was pursuing 
her post-graduate studies for the LLM and PHD.

Born in Glasgow, Linda was blind at birth. 
Fortunately she recovered some limited sight in 
both eyes as the result of an operation when she 
was four and, soon afterwards, was sent from 
her home in Glasgow to a boarding school for 
the blind in Edinburgh. At age 17 she took up the 
study of law in Newcastle where she met and later 
married her husband David. The couple decided 
to move to New Zealand, which they felt would 
be a more supportive environment for the visually 
disabled, and Linda completed her undergraduate 
law studies at Victoria University, graduating LLB 
in 1987. 

Working with the NZ Nurses Union while 
studying, Linda had already demonstrated what 
would be a lifelong commitment to bettering 
the lot of the disabled and disadvantaged. After 
graduating, and subsequent admission to the Bar, 
Linda worked for the State Services Commission 
and the Ministry of Women’s Affairs as a legal 

analyst. During this time she and David returned 
briefly to Britain where she was tragically involved 
in a car accident that left her with impaired short-
term memory and chronic fatigue problems. 
Moving back to Christchurch Linda took up a 
position with the Human Rights Commission as 
complaints officer and later became an advocate 
for the Health and Disabilities Commission.

It was at this time that Linda began her post-
graduate studies at the law school. Completing 
her LLM at Canterbury with 1st Class Honours 
in 1998, Linda turned her attention to the more 
daunting task of doctoral study, examining the 
personal grievance adjudication procedures of 
the Employment Tribunal under the Employment 
Contracts Act 1991. In 2000 she was awarded the 
Blind Achievers Award for Academic Study by 
the Royal New Zealand Foundation for the Blind, 
an academic scholarship from the New Zealand 
Federation of University Women and a doctoral 
scholarship from the University of Canterbury. 
Linda completed her PhD in 2010. She then worked 
for the Canterbury Community Law Centre, 
establishing its Disability Law Service.

In 2006 her work with the Christchurch 
Community Law Centre and disability groups 
such as the Royal New Zealand Foundation for the 
Blind, the Head Injuries Society, Workbridge and 
the National Advisory Council to the New Zealand 
Action Plan for Human Rights was recognised 
in the Queen’s Birthday Honours when she was 
made a Member of the New Zealand Order of 
Merit (MNZM).

In the February 2011 quake Linda and David each 
had lucky escapes. A decision to work at home 
meant that David avoided the worst of the 
destruction around his central city office, but at 
12:59 when the quake struck, Linda, scheduled 
for surgery, was under general anaesthetic in a 
Christchurch Hospital operating theatre and her 
surgeon was preparing to make the first incision. 
Both, fortunately came through the afternoon 
unscathed.

Throughout her life she relied on braille, talking 
books and in later life a variety of technical and 
computer based equipment for her studies and 
day to day life; with help from her husband David 
and various assistants she lived a rich and full life 
in which she achieved more than many of  
our graduates.

Linda is survived by her husband David. 

Linda Beck and her husband David

Scandalum (cont'd)

Mervyn James
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In November 2013 an unusual book by Professor 
Todd slipped onto the shelves just in time for 
Christmas. This atypical offering was a beautifully 
illustrated song book.  The brainchild of Stephen 
Todd, the book featured, as its title says, leading 
cases set to music. 

The initial idea to sing some cases was sparked by 
the call to produce an item for the Canterbury Law 
Revue some twenty years ago. That first song was 
a hit. Over time more were written and then entire 
operas, albeit short ones. Now many of Stephen’s 
students on both sides of the world have been 
sung to, an experience they rate as A+: “awesome” 
and “amazing”.

Stephen says he applied certain criteria in 
choosing suitable cases for treatment.  They 
needed to be interesting, amusing, bizarre or 
important as well as appropriately fitting the 
light verse make-over they were going to receive. 
That ruled out anything too nasty, tragic or the 
ultimate crime; too boring. 

A long-time aficionado of the famous Victorian 
duo Gilbert and Sullivan (G &S) comic operas, he 
recognised they provided a perfect template to 
carry his message. In doing so he joins a long line 
of people lampooning the original works which is 
fitting in itself as they began as parodies of grand 
opera: a flummery of political satire and deadpan 
absurdity.  In all 42 cases spanning the years 1893 
(Carlill v Carbolic Smoke Ball Co [1893] 1 QB 256) 
to 2011 (British Chiropractic Association v Singh 

The Singing Professor –  
Leading Cases in Song

[2011]1 WLR 133) get the Todd channelling G & S 
patter treatment. 

The topic range is extensive including negligence, 
privacy, trespassing, harassment, branding, 
food quality, defamation, and the question of 
whether God is a person. Well known companies 
and personages make appearances: McDonalds, 
Pepsico, News of the World, the Mirror, Naomi 
Campbell, Max Mosley, Lord Atkin, and of course 
numerous singing Judges.

In true ‘not only but also’ fashion the book 
includes music (adapted from Sullivan’s score 
by John Pattinson) to accompany the songs 
and a whimsical series of quirky illustrations 
reminiscent of the work of Quentin Blake for 
Roald Dahl by Murray Nicol.

Stephen says in the preface: “The songs work 
better when they are actually sung and including 
the score makes singing them possible or at 
least a good deal easier.” He even gives a karaoke 
option for those who cannot play their own 
accompaniment. 

Copies of the book may be ordered by using the 
order form below.

(With thanks to Susan Dugdale)

Stop press: A CD of many of the songs, sung by a 
group from the Canterbury Opera Society, is about 
to be released.

For more information about both book and CD,  
go to www.leadingcasesinsong.com

“Though we’re intellectuelle 
We can sing and dance as well 
And caper a jig or four 
And we’re never known to cower  
At the words of any lawyer 
And we’re never, never wrong at law”

- From “We are the Judges of the Court of Law” 
Donoghue v Stevenson – an opera in two acts. 
Based on Donoghue v Stevenson [1932] AC 562
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